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The second installment of Doig's projected Montana trilogy (which began with Eng
lish Creek, 1984 ): a moving, graceful story of two Scottish immigrants who homestead 
together but eventually become bitter rivals. . 

Narrator Angus McCaskill (forerunner of young Jick McCaskill in English Creek) and 
his best friend, Rob Barclay, leave their sooty little Scottish tpwn in 1889 and emigrate 
to Montana, hoping to find Rob's long-lost Uncle Lucas. Find him they do-high up in 
the mountains, in the little would-be town of Gros Ventre. Lqcas has lost both hands 
in a mining accident and no~ owns a bar; he helps the boys get settled, start their home
steads in the valley that will come to be known as Scottish Heaven, and buy the sheep 
that will sustain them. Despite the brilliant scenery that surrounds them (beautifully 

described), Angus and Rob lead lives filled with turmoil-droughts, blizzards, raging fires, 
the great influenza epidemic of 1918. Angus falls deeply in love with schoolteacher Anna 
Ramsay, but she marries another; on the rebound, he marries Rob's sister Adair-they 
have a son, Varick-but he can't stop loving Anna, and contrives to see her (albeit chastely) 
whenever he can. This seeming betrayal of Adair so enrages Rob that he turns Varick 
against Angus. Angus then batters Rob to the ground in a fistfight, and their partner-
ship is bitterly dissolved- until wise old Uncle Lucas dies and leaves them sheep they 
must care for in tandem. 

A gripping saga, with a wonderfully rugged and evocative Montana. 
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Homing 1 
A memorable paean to Montana's early settlers 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair 
By Ivan Doig 
Atheneum, 405 pages, $18.95 

Reviewed by Alan Cheuse 
The author of "The Grandmothers· 
Club" and the forthcoming 
autobiography aFall Out of Heaven" 

I 
always hated homework. You 

_pr~bably did, too, all that 
. tedious spadework in the gar-

den of our educations all 
th~t s~oop-labor. That's s~me
thing -like what I felt reading my 
way through Ivan Doig's new 
n~vel, another of his attempts to 
bnng the early years of Montana 
se~tlers to a high light in the 
mrnds of serious American 
readers. 

Homework-"Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair" plays with that con
cept, and with the notion of 
homc:steading. And home 
steadying, as well, with its story 
of two Scotch immigrants who 
come to Montana at the turn of 
the century to make their lives 
unfold. Making a home in the 
Ne~ World stands as Doig's 
maJ<;>T theme, a good American 
motif. 

Angus McCaskill begins his 
story on the verge of the passage 
over w~ter made by him and his 
close fnend and fellow immigrant 
Rob Barclay. His narrative 
~med at. first as shaky to me as 
his own mtentions about giving 
up Sc<?tland for the Rocky 
Mountain west. His voice sound
ed clotted and gawky, awkward . 
and even occasionally tedious in 
my ~' filled as it was with the 
necessity for exposition as in this 
passage about his and' Rob's ar
rival in. New York, "the portal to 
~onfus10n ... Castle Garden was 
its keyhole. The entire world of 
~s seemed .to be trying to squeeze 
mto Amenca through there. Vol
leys of questions were asked of 
us, our health and morals were 
appraised, our pounds and shil
lings slid through the money ex
change wicket to come back out 
as dollars . and cents. I suppose 
our experience of New York's 

my reader's hands, and I nearly 
~ut the novel down a number of 
times because of them. 

But as Angus and Rob made 
their way west after they met 
Lucas Barclay (Rob's uncle the 
handl~ victim of a mining 'acci
dent ~nd . their mainstay for a 
long ume IQ Montana, their god
father a~d their grubstake), as 
they decided on sheep ranching 
as a means of making a 
homestead in the northern Mon
tana region Doig celebrates the 
Two Medicine River country, I 
~ersevered, and my determma
t10n brought me the rewards of 
affection for these slow-to-devel
op but finally quite credible and 
~emorable characters. The first 
sign that I should stay with the 
book came to me with some of 
Angus' lovely descriptions of the 
mo~ntai~ lands~ape and its 
spectal vanety of light, a light, as 
he tells us, "like no other I had 
ever seen, a silver clarity that 
made the stone spines of ridges 
and an occasonal few ·cot
tonwood trees stand out like 
eng~vings in book pages. Any 
outline that showed itself looked 
stangely singular, as if it existed 
only right then, never before. I 
seemed to be existing differently 
myself .. . . " 

hustle and bustle was every So does the book, which takes 
America-comer's.···" Too many ~n true life and vigor around this 
moments such as this weigh~ on time, about 50 pages in, becom-

ing a kin~ of paean in prose to r 

t~e R~ckies, and a dramatized 
h1stoncal record of the blood 
sweat and tears that went int~ 
th~ ho!llesteading of Montana, 
which itself becomes a kind of 
emblem of all our settlements 
west of the Mississippi. 

Angus and Rob each fall in 
love with women who remain un
available to them and when 
Angus marries R~b's sister 
Adair? their partnership in sheep 
ranching and their friendship be
C9me tested ~ arduously as they 
have been tned by the winters 
during the nearly 20 years of the 
narrative's duration. Work and 
play, shouts and songs, births and 
deaths, harvests of wool and 
heartbreak, the outbreak of the 
great influenza epidemic and the 
Great War: these · things test 
them, too. Homesteading takes 
"hope, muscle and time," Angus 
tells us at one point in this ac
count. of his~and our-early . 
years m Amenca. He might well 
have been speaking of what it 
takes to make a novel as dense 
and true to history as this one. 
He could have been speaking of 
what it takes, in these days of 
empty celebrity, cultural false 
alarms, quick and vacuous fixes 
and the urgent desire to be wher~ 
ever else we are not at the mo- · 
ment, of what it takes to read a 
novel such as this. · 



Homesteading 
In Montana 
DANCING AT THE RASCAL FAIR. 
By Ivan Doig 
Atheneum; 403 pages; S 18.95 

REVIEWED BY PAMELA GULLA RD 

I nt. his second of a three-novel series, Ivan Doig brings to 
life the drama and ironies of homesteading in Montana 
at the turn of the century. I find myself filled with such 

high praise for this book that instead of relating paltry bits 
of it, I want to quote the whole glorious thing. 

Take Doig's account of a Scotsman's glance to the sky 
while searching for a suitable homestead: " ... above to my 
right a hawk bung on the wind, correcting, correcting." I am 
moved not just by the perfection of this description, but also 
by the· way Doig so grace! ully packs his words with hints of 
larger meaning. Here, he speaks not just of the bird, but also 
of the wide-eyed homesteader who will hang onto a patch of 
raw land and spend the rest of his life battling drought, low 
sheep prices, disease, blizzards - that is, correcting, correct· 
ing. _ .. . 

The immigrant Scotsman. narrator of the book. is An· 
gus McCaskill. He is the forefather of characters in the (irst 
novel in this series, "English Creek," which appeared to 
wide acclaim in 1984. In his fiction and in nonfiction histo
ries of the West, Doig moves with authority back and forth 
through time. This gives his novels a haunting, fated quality, 
as if whatever is about- to come has ln some sense already 
happened. 

In "Dancing at the Rascal Fair," Angus McCaskill's 
future is intertwined with that of bis best frjend. Rob 
Barclay. The two come from Nethermuir ln Scotland to 
America to find Rob's Uncle Lucas. The boys hope Lucas will 
show them how to become Americans, and more important· 
ly, *'Montanians." ~eµ- first lesson ~bou~ -~~ .bea11tiful, 

- ... . .. ~ ,. - ~ " . , . - i ~ ~ ! t 1· : ~ .. ·: ! ~ . . ., 

unforgivllig land - where they eventually ·build homes, 
marry and grapple with the elements and with each other -
comes when they meet Lucas face-to-face. He is not a rich 
silver ~er, as they had believed, but rather a saloon-keep
er ln the fledgling mountain village of Gros Ventre. 

And there is one other fact about him the boys learn to 
their horror: His hands have been blown away ln a mining 
accident Says Angus, .•'There was no known rightness of 
behavior, just as there was no rightness about what had 
happened to Lucas. Uke the clubs of bone and flesh he was 
exhibiting to us, any justice in life seemed ripped, lopped 
off. To this day the account of Lucas Barclay's mining 
accident causes my own hands to open and close." 

So Doig plunges right in and, while giving us a gorgeous 
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story, simultaneously peels that tale back to expose the 
nubbins of human despair - injustice, failure and that 
incalculable restlessness exemplified by the immigrant All 
the while, Doig's work contains the old-fashioned; Shake
spearean notion that even the most complex thought or 
feeling can be made accemble. Indeed, Doig seems to revel 
ln his accessibility. Gleefully, he has witty Angus remark on 
the lively chatter at seasonal, "rascal" fairs in Scotland -
--rtiat locution of the rascal . fair, up there with Shake
speare's best." 
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Doig always favors clearing the path between the read- ~ 
er and the characters. For example, instead of reproducing · 
a thicket of strange spellings to duplicate a Sc~ttish .burr, he ~ 

. . .. . . . . See Page 4 ftt 
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Contimied fron1 Pa ge 3 

fo r these characters is thei r 
speech. 

This is not a sad book, howev
er. for the losses Doig depicts seem 
hu gely worth the effort. I th ink 



' · - ------ ------------ - -· ---- ----------------- ------- 1 for these characters is their This Js not a-sad bOOk, howev-
speech. er, for the losses Doig·Clepictsseem 

hugely worth ·lhe effort: i think 
Contirwed from Page 

3 
As the novel progresses, he that it is interesting to see how the 

has his characters use standard, deepens this theme of the need to · shrunken-hearted of the · -world 
American English. But such En- filter harsh facts through wry ex- survive their own banality .. But it 
glish! Doig has delved into the pression. Earlier, Lucas painfully is dazzling ·to watch Doig_ depict 
Scottish lilt and brought out the . taught himself to write again by _generous, high-spirited character~ . 
humor, metaphor and the unex- using both forearms. Why did he seeding their lives with sorrows of 
pected tenderness of the imported take such trouble to pen the letter their qwn making. Doig shows us 
language. These people greet each that enticed the boys to America? all sides· of the damnable human . - J --
other on the range with, "Hullo, "Matters pile up in a person. They longing for whatever is out of 
what do you know for sure?" De- can surprise ypu, how they want reach. In ·so doing, he unveils "this 

· scribing a Bible-thumping neigh- out." People as resilient as Lucas rascal thing life.". As Angus says · 
bor, Angus says, "I thought many a find their voices again. Others are about wool , "The pelt that grows 
time that to watch Ninian on the not so lucky. In this book, a father itself again ... You cannot over-
dance floor was like hearing a gig- becomes estranged from his son, look the marvelous in that." • 
gle out of God." Lamenting disas- friends quit speakfog to each oth-
trou ly low mutton price , Lucas er. and spouses look elsewhere for . 
d~clares, _:· By Jesu~,_tpe wp~l!teS:_dq_ -: .,fulfillment .. Doig .Is}lre~·dly , shp~~ ; .--,"".'","'."'"') -i ~"'-. ~i. -.- ~~~-~~~1 :t:::-_ -, ~f ~~,-:-1 -:-j-, -
m,a ~ a, lOf~ly s1.q:tt,t: Jfi 't'·~ ~~u~. l' jlat ~Y~\} ·t"e PW~~~ngpgi~g ~~~,l{f ! ilt'.1!'11'":1 frr5 wp~f§f!l~~fl ~~w:?~ 

t jl4Sf:'61-Ltlunn.for scener;-f ~ ~~ttlft: rcrctora .can 1buill:l,.silences r~a~~ l' ~fiU.k/J~~.wjjcn_~· f!JeJ/12•0 . 
Doig shows that the saving grace each other. ' v1ewond Pnm°,.v'!'?: • __ - -~ # -- - ......... - - -- - .. - .... - -- - .... - - . . ... ..,, . -· ..... . - -- ..... - ·--- - -- _..._. - ----· -.. - " - ., -
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• --~' -Doig grips =With descriptions 
. . ~ . . . 

. !Qegpite dearth of literary quality, 
., novel tells an engrossing story 

' 
~ Evetywhere In the story, as much a 
t pl n ll'lC8 as the human characters, 
~: Is the land. The land is partner and 

~ 

antagonist, beauty and beast. Doig 
masterfully reminds us what life 
was like when everything had to be 
worked for. what getting across the 
face of the land was like before we 
just flew over it on airplanes or 
interstates. 

And he reminds us what It was like 
for the expansive western dream of 
America to come up against the 
reality of limits. In this novel the · 
sheep and cattle ranchers who've 
used the open range.as their own 
are confronted with a government 
that finally realizes that some land 
needs to be set aside and con
served. 

Hts novel is a bit wooden in the 
telling, a little simple-minded here 
and there, with parts of the story 
that wander off like sheep and get 
lost. It's hopelessly sentimental in 
parts, some of the feelings don't 
seem fully enough explained in the 
character's development, and 
some of the changes of heart are 
too abrupt to understand. The liter
ary quality just isn't high enough, it 
doesn't take your breath, make you 
shake your head in wonder at how 
that could have come out of his 

mind or out of his pen. 

But, those grouses registered, I 
have to say I found his book a 
companion I wanted to keep going 
back to. I wanted to stand out in 
that valley, with the Rocky Moun
tains of myth and epic reality rising 
behind my shoulders. I wanted to 
be in Doig's country, see how 
Doig' s people would make it 
through another day of hard work 
and hard-earned grandeur. He's a 
good storyteller, and I wanted to be 
wrapped up in his tale. 

The story of " Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair' ' is the story of immigration, 
which is the story of America. 
Though it's tc ld over and over 
again, it's wonderful to hear. How 
people came here with their hopes 
and their strength, spilled out on 
the open land and created a life and 
a home. There's a dark side to the 
story, of course - the prejudice 
immigrants faced, the poverty in 
clogged cities, landlords and com
panies taking advantage of farmers 
and laborers, the harsh land crush
ing hopes and lives. But as true as 
all of that are the stories of endless 
labor rewarded by success, of fam
ilies drawn together by their ufforts 
and by seeing the flowering of what 
they 've wo~ked for. 

There 's a fair measure of both in 
Doig's book, where his characters 
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Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair 

BJ Ivan Doig 
Alheneum 

400 pages, $18.95 

. . 
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call a homestead I I a 160~acre berth 
in the future.·· The losses are ~in-: 
ful and the successes warmly-l')u- · 
man. Anyone with a feel for the . 
West or with ancestors who home
steaded will feel in Doig· s book tt~e 
powerful allure of the land. . . . . 

" Dancing at the Rascal Fair" (the 
title refers to a Scottish country fair . 
where farmers bargain with (arm 
workers for a season's labor:). isn't 
as fresh, heartfelt and well-crafted · 
a book as Ooig's first, " This House 
of Sky,· · which told his own story of 
growing up in Montana. But it Giv~s 
a good view of how new Americ$n$ 
made a home for themselves in ttie . 
huge country of Montana, a land so 
big, "You could put all of Scotland 
in the watchpocket of this place, '' 
as Angus McCaskill, the main char-: 
acter, said. 

Bruce Benidt is a reporter for the 
Star Tribune. 
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'Dancing 
At The Rascal Fair' 

By Ivan Doig 
(Atbeaeum, $18.95) 

"Dancing at the RascJ '~~ is 
the best book I've read in ages. 
fi's all here: lyrical writing, fed
Ue hilosophy. entertamm s o 
care u era i o 
rea c arac ers w o airy eap 
from the pase. No stereotypes 
fiere. no caricatures, but honest 
folk carving lives from the Mon
tana wilderness of the early 20th 
century. 

Young Angus McCaskill and 
Rob Barclay set out from Scot
land in 1899 en route to Helena. 
Mont .. to join Rob's uncle Lucas. 
Traveling first by heaving steam
ship. then by clattering train, they 
reach Helena only to discover 
that Lucas Barclay isn't there. It's 
a year before they learn that he is 
living in a small settlement to the 
north. When spring finally comes 
they set out. eventually finding 
him and deciding to homestead 
nearby. The young men become 
sheep ranchers and neighbors. 
Angus falls in love with a pretty 
schoolteacher from a neighboring 
town. and the reader exults. suf
fers, and ponders the triumph and 
tragedies of their lives. 

Maybe you won't hear it if you 
weren"t blessed with a Scottish 
grandmother straight from the 
old country, but in some effort
less, magic way the rhythm of 
Doig's prose evokes the music of 
the Scottish tongue. This book is a 
rare treat and one I look forward 
to ~njoying again and again. 

Sunny Tiedemann 
(Mrs. Tiedemann, Bartles-1 

1.: ille. is a newspaper col·um
ni~t . ) 



DANCING AT THE RASCAL FAIR. 
By Ivan Doig (Atheneum, $18.95). -

By PAUL PINTARICH 
of The Oregonian staff 

Though Ivan Doig has lived and 
worked in Seattle for th e pas t 
several years, his heart lingers in 
northern Montana. There, beneath 
the eastern foothllls of the Rocky 
Mountains where his father and 
grandmother kept sheep, Doig was 
raised through a remote and rural 
ch ildhood remembered in his first 
book, "This House of Sky." 

That book was a quiet master
piece, a critical success that earned 
him a full page in Time magazine 
prior to the book's publication in 
1978 (excellence that will never be a 
best seller, that sort of thing), as well 
as a nomination for the National 
Book Award. 

The autobiography was followed 
by the haunting and less successful 
"Winter Brothers." Doig's personal 
search for the spirit of James 
Swann, writer and legendary deni· 
zen of his toric Port Townsend , 
Wash.; after that came "The Sea 
Runners, " his first novel, a histori-

IVAN DOIG 
Never enough of Montana 

cal novel about Russian Alaska that 
revealed Doig's commitment to a life 
near the sea. 

"The winters." he explained. " I 
had enough of the Montana win
ters." 

But not enough of Montana. for 
with the oublication of the novel 
"English Creek" in 1984, Doig began 

a trilogy, his epic history of the 
McCaskill family that actually be
gins . wit:p. this second book, "Danc-
ing !t the Rascal Fair." . 

Doig uses the word "prequel'· to 
describe this literary juxtaposition
in g and · validates h] s intent by 
explaining . that the trilogy will con- . 
elude in the present, his personal 
acknowledgment of Montana's cen
tenPial in 1989. 

While " English Creek" is con
cerned with the decades abutting the 
region's dire Depression years, 
"Dancing at the Rascal Fair" begins 
in 1889, when boyhood friends An
gus McCaskill and Rob Barclay emi
grate from Scotland to seek land and 
new lives in America - in Montana 
where there is so much room that 
"you could put all of Scotland in the 
watch pocket of this place." 

The two friend s arrive in Doig 
country, settling among other Scots 
in a region called Two Medicine 
Country, but known more familiarly 
as "Scotch Heaven." Each takes a 
160-acre homestead, and with the 
help of Barclay's uncle Lucas , a 
saloon keeper who has lost his 
hands in a mining accident , they 
build their homes and begin the rais-

THE OREGONIAN , TUESDAY, SEPl 

ing of sheep. 
Doig has filled the balance of the 

novel with a comfortably human 
story of success and survival, love 
and how to understand it. And there 
is nature, of course, for Montana is 
determined by an often unforgiving 
ciimate - some winters are more 
appropriate to the herding of polar 
bears. 

McCaskill and Barclay, as close 
as brothers, have different tempera
ments nevertheless. McCaskill is 
capable of feaching school, as he 
does for many years; Barclay is 
attuned to real estate and owns 
Scotch Heaven's first automobile. 

Drama is created through McCas
kill's longing for another woman, 
Anna Ramsay, who jilts him to 
marry a horse trader. Though he 
ma r ries Barclay's sister Adair, 
brought over from Scotland, he car
ries a torch that ultimately fires the 
book's conclusion. 

To reveal more would be to reveal 
too much, however. Doig's strength, 
as it is with most good writers, is in 
his characters. We begin caring 
about these people from the start, 
and that care keeps us interested as 
we share their sheep shearing, the 
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blizzards, the droughts, the fires; the 
romping dances in the school house, 
the plaguelike deaths from Spanish 
influenza; the lives that are lived so 
preciously day to day; lives under
stood so well by the author. 

Yet it is Doig's greater strength 
that he knows the land so well. He is 
no James Michener swooping down 
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and then off, remaining a stranger; 
but a man who as a boy buried hiS. 
mother in this same land, shared the 
struggles of his father and grand
mother in the high summer ranges. 
and even now cares enough t() 
return ·each year, where Montana 
receives him as a kind of literart 
hero. . 

In any Doig book, however, it is 
always th e writing that is most 
important. Doig is adept at changing 
points of view, and he feels free to 
experiment with any style that · en
hances his story. 

An example: ·'I still maintain that 
if the Atlantic hadn't been made of 
water I could have gone to America 
at a steady trot. But it seems .to be 
the case that fear can sniff the both
ering places in us. Mine had been in 
McCaskills for some eighty year 
now. The bones of the story are thi . 
With me on this voyage, into the 
unquiet night, came the fact that I 
was the first McCaskill since my 
father's grandfather to go upon the 
sea." 

Doig is from Montana, so can be 
called a Northwesterner - yet he is 
no regionalist. He is one of the fine t 
writers working in the land. 
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Doig's fine n~w 
epic of Montana 
6 you are permitted to begin in the kind 

delusion that vour utensils of home
stead-making a·t least are the straight

forward ones-axe. hammer. adze. pick, shovel. 
pitchfork . But your true tools are other. The 
nearest names that can be put to them are hope. 
muscle and time." . 
~o truer words ha\·e been written about the 

American West than these in Ivan Doig's new 
novel. Darzcing at the Rascal Fair (Atheneum. 
:318.95). It's a tale of two Scottish immigrants. 
Angus McCaskill and Rob Barclay. who leave 
Glasgow in 1889 and fetch up in the Montana Book Editor 
plains just east of what is now Glacier Park. 

Side by side on adjoining homesteads for the 
next :m vears the two men deal with the trials 
and tribulations of sheep raising, schoolmaster-. 
ing. high-country snows, and droughts, loving a wuman and losing 
her to another man, marriage~ of con\"enience, sheepmen vs. 
cattlemen and both vs. the fledgling L1 .S. Forest Service, and the 
great influenza epidemic of 191.8-1919. · 

The press of endurance upon character is a theme as' uld as 
Homer, and Doig freshens it 
with what Angus calls "the 
unexpected ferocities of fam
ily." which as time passes 
shape:-; the two Scots-Ameri: 
cans' liH's as much as do 
wind, weatht-r and work. An
gus' relationship with Rob be· 
comes as stormy as that with . 
his wife Adair-Rob's sister- 
and its denouement is sh~·k· 
ing and unexpected. 

Doig's µrose i~ su mus~ular 
and sculpted, so !Simple and 
purposeful, that I can think 
of only Edw.'.lrd Hoagland and 
Wallace Stegner as Doig·~ 
equals among li\·ing writers 
about the American We~t. 
Nobody has dune better than 
Doig in contemplating the 

Ivan Doig meaning ut' American We~-
ternnes!:> than Till:-; Huu~e ui 

Sky. his das~ic meditation on ~lontana. 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair. by the \\·ay. i~ the secund of J 

projected trilob'}-. about the :\lcCaskills; the first, Erzg/i:;h Creek 
• 1984) concerned the 14th summer of Angus' grandson .• Jick. on the 
~Ye of World War IL 
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*Doig, Ivan. Dancing at the RAKaJ 
Fair. 
~1bene11m Sc.pt. 1987. c.403p. ISBN 0-

89-11764-7 . Sl8.9~. F 

The settlement of Montana between 
1890 and 1919 is recounted through 
the quiet but compelling life of.Angus 
McCaskill. a young Scotsman who 
travels with his friend Rob Barclay to 
Montana's Two Medicine Country to 
homestead. Doig writes fervently of 
the voyage from Scotland and the 
lean first years. as the two share the 
work and hardship of establishing 
claims and building up flocks of 
sheep. He tells of their separate mar
riages, the severing of their friend
ship, and the final resolution of their 
connict through death. Doig success
fully recaptures the violence of the 
Montana elements and th~ staunch 
heritage of the Scottish settlers which 
served so well in hi~ earlier novel 
Enl(lish Creek and faithfully repre
sents the struggle for survival on the 
frontier as he continues the McCas
kills' story. Highly recommended.
Thomas L. Kilpatrick, Southern /lli
nois Univ. Lih., Carbondale 
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Ivan Doig 
His novels of the American 
West benefit as much from his 

painstaking research as they do 
from his poetic imagination 

BY WENDY SMITH 

For just under a decade, in five 
books resonant with the echoing 
spaces of the American West, Ivan 
Doig has examined the ways in 
which history and geography inter
act to shape individual and national 
character, demonstrating our mem
bership in a "community of time" 
that links Americans to those who 
prece<led us in the landscape, as well 
as a community of place that knits 
us together in a complex weave of 
familial and social obligations. 

Jn This House of Sky, his sensitive 
memoir of growing up in Montana in 
the 1940s and '50s, and in Winter 
Brothen:~, an exploration of the Pa
cific Northwest coastline through 
the diaries of a man who first ven
tured there in the 1850s, Doig min
gled past and present in discontinu
ous narrative that skipped around 
in time yet presented coherent, mov
ing visions of human possibilities 
against two very different back
drops. lie turned to fiction-but not 
away from the past-in Th e S ea 
Runners, which chronicled the es
cape of four men from a Russian 
prison in 19th century Alaska and 
their daringcanoejourney down the 
Pacific coast. 

Doig is delving deeper into his 
Montana roots in the McCaskill fam
ily trilogy on which he has been at 
work for the past six years. English 
Creek took up the family's story in 
the middle with the tale of 15-year
old Jick l\kCaskill's coming of age in 
the summer of 1939. His newest nov-

Jrcnd!I Smith w1·ites frcq1tently for 
PW. 

el, Dancing a.t the Rascal Fair (Fic
tion Forecasts, July 31), which Athe
neum is launching with a 50,000 first 
printing, goes back to the beginning: 
the arrival of young Scotsman An
gus McCaskill in Montana's Two 
Medicine Country in 1889, the year 
the territory became a state. Doig 
expects to complete the third vol
ume-and carry the McCaskills into 
the present-in time for the state
hood centennial in 1989. 

Why has the American past laid 
such a hold on this writer's imagina
tion? "I think it helps us to know 
what we are and where we are by 
knowing where we came from," he 
says. "Also, I grew up with people in 
Montana who had a great link to the 
past. They weren't educated enough 
in classroom terms to know factual 
hi story, but they had a lot of lore in 
their heads. And it was in the lan
guage, too, the sayings that showed 
up in my father's and grandmoth
er's talk. Going back to Scotland 
three summers ago to research Ras
cal Fa fr, I found some of the turns of 
phrase originated there." 

Doig came to the Seattle area, 
where he has lived for 21 years, to 
get a Ph.Din history, and his train
ing is evident in the way he works. 
An energetic, friendly man of 48 
whose glasses and gray-red beard 
give him a vaguely professorial air, 
he shows PW the file-card boxes 
filled with research material. "I'm a 
pretty literal person; I tend to imag
ine from facts. For example, 'Danc
ing at the Rascal Fair' is a tradition
al Scots tune-which I wrote one 
sleepless night. It comes from this 
very staunch, Scots, quasi-Marxist 
sociological book, Social Class in 
Scotland, Past and Present, where I 
read mention of the fact that when 
farmers and laborers met to bargain 
out the summer's wages it was 
called 'the rascal fair.' I like that 
phrase. I went to bed one night, not 
having a title for the book, and the 
next morning told Carol [his wife], 'I 
think it's going to be called Dancing 
at the Rascal Fair.' Then I bought a 
rhyming dictionary and worked 

hard on making up the song. Quite 
lot of what I do comes that way, th 
imagination ramified by this kind c 
dry sociology." 

Doig's uncommon ability to brin: 
the past vividly to life stems in par 
from his attention to detail. "I woul< 
talk to people who had been homf 
steaders at the turn of the centur. 
and ask them, 'You were a schoc 
kid. How'd you get to school?' 'Well 
we rode horses.' 'Okay, what'd YOl 
do with the horses?' Out of th n 
would come bits of lore: in the sagf 
brush part of Montana, they'd pro~ 
ably hitch the horse to a bit of sagf 
brush; if they lived in the grassie 
part, the fathers would probabl: 
build a hitch rail for the school. Th· 
details of Angus's teaching came ou 
of those sort of particulars." To he! 
him visualize the towns he was wri t 
ing about, Carol Doig took phot< 
graphs of individual buildings a 
over Montan~ and Scotland. Doi 
arranged the slides on a light tabl~ 
grouping the pictures together t 
get a sense of what a given stree 
might have looked like in 1889 o 
1919. . 

The language of Doig's books i 
also carefully researched. "Lar 
guage led me to the McCaskill tri l 
ogy as much as anything else. I wa 
interested in using the language (l 

my Dad's generation in E11g/i .~ ; 
Creek, which is narrated by a cha r 
acter roughly his age. Then it fo l 
lowed that Angus would narrnt< 
Rascal Fair in his Scottish-hon 
voice. It was a big decision, becaus· 
it takes a long time to accumulat 
the language for these three books. 
have a file-card box called 'Mentan 
Lingo,' and I'm working my wa: 
through The Dictionary of Ameri 
can Regional English to find out ho\\ 
language forms itself, how it come~ 
out in everyday dance and prance
the poetry of the vernacular, be 
cause often people who don't have 
much else in life are very rich in lan
guage. I think what I'm up to is an 
attempt to write a trio of books in 
some of the West's own language." 

The West itself-Montana in par 



ticular-is virtually another charac-
.· .. ·. in the McCaskill trilogy, and all 

'.· ·. Doig's books display a deep at
tachment to the land and a profound 
sense of place. "Part of that was 
growing up in the 'great weathers' 
of .l\Iontana . The space is always 
around you in various configura
tions-whethe r it is the mountains 
or the plains or simply that almost 
endless sky- big, booming distances 
in the landscapes .... The echoes of 
those stay with a person. We moved 
to Seattle largely because of the ge
ography: the mildness of the cli
mate, the nearness of the water, the 
greenness. Place is important to me 
and I think to quite a number of 
Western writers. Hichard Hugo, the 
great poet of Montana, has a line 
that always sounds to me like some
thing he picked up in a Missoula bar: 
'If you ain't noplace, you can't go 
nowhere.' To have a base, a plot of 
existence on the earth, to be familiar 
with its changes of the seasons, 
there's a kind of propulsive rhythm 
to that." 

But the West Doig knows so inti
mately and writes about with such 
eloquence is 11 ot the West of legend. 
' " 'm writing deliLerately about 

c! epherding, because we've had 
too damn much cowboy West. I don't 
think that's what the West has been 
about, althoug h we've got a guy in 
the White House who thinks so: too 
many movie sets will give you that 
idea. The West has been about fam
ilies, schoolteachers, miners, fur 
trappers, town-builders, all kinds of 
people coming out he re to try and 
make a living. I 'm trying to write 
against the grain of what l call 'Wi s
terns,' after Owen Wister, the au
thor of The \lirginian . He went off 
from Philadelphia and Harvard and 
got in with some of the rich cattle
men of Wyoming. So far as he could 
tell, no one in the West ever had to do 
any work. In 'Wisterns' it's all card 
games and saving schoolmarms; no
body ever milks a cow or plants a 
spud. As best I can t e ll, there 's got to 
be some kind of catering service out 
of Omaha that comes out and takes 
care of the whole damn West. It's 
nonsense, and I think it's harmful 
nonsense. 

"So much of the West has been 
nurtured and can only be nurtured 
hv Federal policy: the national for-

, the Park Service, the Bureau of 
Land Management. It's an enor
mous, dry, fragile part of our coun
try-what Wallace Stebrner called 'a 
land of little rainfall and big conse
quences.' We've had a complex his to-

c J im Ba tes 

C It seems to me there's a new 

kind of eloquence that is 

not just an eloquence of the 

West, but an eloquence of 

the edge of the world ' 

ry of coming to terms with that; 
there's an ecologicall y, socially and 
culturally complex quilt out here 
from the Ohio Ri ver westward. To 
think that fixing it is just a matter of 
strapping on your chaps and sixgun 
is infantile nonsense. This almost 
tidal swash back and forth between 
Leneficial conseq ue nces a nd harm
ful con sequences interes ts me." 

Doig's characte rs are always 
aware that actions have conse
quences, and the plots of his novel s 
are often driven by the conflict be
tween people's desires and their 
strong sense of responsibility. "My 
characters accept that in their lives 
they do have second thoughts, that 
part of what we carry around in the 
attic of our heads are our thoughts 
about the past. You feel your way 
along and do as much as you can, yet 
trying at some point to lead your 
own life. You're foreve r feeling your 
way along this line of equilibrium. 
Part of the consequence of being 
alive is t h a t it's not always comfort
able." 

But Doig al so tries to imbue his 
work with a sense of how many 
things in life are not within people's 
control. "My interest in history 
showed me that both time and the 
times you live in are going to change 
you, and I'm trying to write about 
that. You see in English Creek an<l 
Rascal F air how much the two 

world wars dropped into people's 
lives out of nowhere. I was trying to 
use actual historical realities. First 
the twin calamities of World War 1 
and the flu epidemic of 1919-one 
out of every 100 Montanans died. 
Then the fact that one year you 
were a kid on a ranch in Montana 
who'd never been further away than 
the 90 miles to I lelena, the next year 
you're in the Aleutians or the South 
Pacific, and the year after that may
be you're dead. I'm trying to deal in 
fiction with the issue of history drop; 
ping on us. Of course, we hope it 
doesn't drop on us in the big way-in 
the great words of Riddley Walker, a 
book I greatly admire-'The One 
Big One.'" 

Russell Hoban is only one of the 
many authors whose work Doig has 
warmly praised during the conver
sation; his strong sense of identity 
as a Western writer doesn't preclude 
a larger feeling of kinship with 
world literature. "I've been very 
much aware of being a Westerner all 
my life, partly because of memories 
of the landscape, partly because of 
the way I was brought up in the West 
through the accident of being moth
er less after I was six. l have in some 
ways the best of both worlds: I'm 
halfway regarded as a Montana 
writer, and yet I live outside. The 
Humanities Council in Billings 
asked me to talk about looking at 
Montana from the outside. They 
have finally said, 'Okay, you're an 
outsider at last.' 

"M ontana bas always had this big 
colonial question, part of the land 
question: Are we simply, can we 
ever Le, more than an energy colony 
to be mined'? So the West has a lot in 
common with writers from the old 
outposts of the British Empire, who 
are often very skeptical of govern
ment and very potent. Nadine Gor
dimer is one of the most potent writ
ers extant in showing the awful 
naked skin under her society. Then 
there are books like The Book of 
Ebenezer Le Page and Riddley 
Walker, which push the language 
out into odd, eloquent corners of the 
world: the Isle of Guernsey, post
Holocaust England. I'm tending to
ward the idea, and I don't think it's 
at all original with me, that there 
are quite a bunch of us out here at 
our own centers of the universe, and 
they're not the metropolitan, polar 
centers. It seems to me that there's 
a new kind of eloquence that is not 
just an eloquence of the West, hut an 
eloquence of the edge of the 
world." D 
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By J.M. SWANSON 
For the Tribune 

"Dancing at the Racsal Fair" by 
Ivan Doig. Anatheum Publishers, 
New York. 415 pages. $18.15. 

With . the exception of his prover
bial first and best book:- the Na
tional .. Bmlf Award-nominated vol
ume of memoirs "This House of 
Sky" - writer Ivan Doig has com
pleted his -.J>est book of fiction, 
"Dancing at the·Rascal Fair." 

Doig, a '13tive Montanan . and 
fonner magazine writer who now 
lives in Seattle, has parlayed his 
doctorate in history into a ~ 
creation of history and creation of 
fiction before, at times more suc
c~fully than others. 

"English Creek/' published in 1984, 
was the first book of Doig's current 
trilogy, although the book was the 

Book review Some of .the best portions of the 
book are the secofld.;person silent 

_ speeches to -Rob from Angus; detail-
second in the three-part -Series, ing the love and intensity between 
chronologically. At times, "English these two reserved .young ScOts. 
Creek" felt thesis-bound by histoti- _ ~ Humorous and· providing a colorful 
cal de~ at ·the expense of the avalanche of detail that seems al
fictional story. Not so with t~ tril- most Dickenesian, Doig a graceful 
ogy's first book, Doig's latest work, writer who performs his. best when 
"Dancing at the Rascal Fair." he writes about ·the country that be 

Narratot Angus McCaskill, grand- loves. Montana's · Tw~ Medidne 
father of the young narrator Jick of country, also the subjeet of "This 
"English Creek," and his best House of Sky," is part of that 
friend, Rob Barclay, leave Scotland country: 
in 1889 for Montana. Hopin~ to find 
Rob's -long-lost Uncle Lucas at his 
Great Maybe Mine near Helena, 
they find him at the base of the 
Rocky Mountains in the Two Medi-
cine country of Scotch Heaven, the 
same general country later detailed 
in "English Creek." 

"Dancing at the Rascal Fair" de
tails :.> years of historical events. 
The coming of miners and home
steaders and subsequent years of 
bliu.ards, forest fires, drought, the 
great flu epidemic of 1918 and 
American involvement in World War 
I, all are recounted. More subtly, we 
learn of the curtailing of freedoms 
that culminates with the arrival of 
the Forest Service. 

Doig's new novel is, in part, a love 
story that explores the tragic im
plications of unrequited love and the 
stoic acceptance of a requited love 
that requires as much adjustment as 
the harsh Montana landscape. 

"I am from a _ house of storm," 
young Angus intones at the begin
ning. He is not given to over
statement. 

"Dancing at the Rascal Fair" is 
also a tale of friendship. A drowned 
horse at Greenock ·dock on page one 
provides an omen of events to come. 

in the interim between "Dancing at 
the Rascal ·Fair'' · and "English 
Creek"? After spending a book with 
them, the reader will want to know. 
But perhaps the final book of the 
trilogy will answer a few of the · 
questions. 

What will Ivan Doig show us about 
Montana next? Based on the im
provement shown in "Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair" over "English Creek," 
this reader, for one, ean't wait for 
the final novel. Let's ·hope it doesn't 
take another three years. 
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Prnrusfrn SfQr -1 /2r/~ 
Doig brings fresh Montana air 

"DANCING AT THE RASCAL FAIR," by Ivan 
Doig: Atheneum, New York, 1987, $18.95. 

Ivan Doig's love for his naHve Montana shines 
through his work like a brilliant 
shaft of mountain ~unshine , making 
each new novel a fresh joy. 

"Dancing at the Rascal Fair," 
which precedes his 1984 "English 
Creek" and picks up the early years 
in the lives of young Jick Mc
Caskill's Scottish grandfather and 
great-uncle, is as beautiful a book as 
all the rest , a story of pioneer 
Montana life from 1889 until just · 
after World War I, peopled with the Doig 
three-dimensional human beings whom this excep
tional writer can conjure up in a few short chapters 
and make as unforgettable as any real-life neighbors . 

It is Angus McCaskill who tells the tale , from the 
moment he and his irrepressible friend Rob Barclay 
set sail from the River Clyde aboard the immigrant
loaded James Watt , through the next 30 years in 
Montana 's Two Medicine country . 

The boys were just 19 when they braved the wide , 
wild waters, an ambitious clerk and a promising 
wheelwright bound for the American West to join 
Rob 's Uncle Lucas , owner of a prosperous mine near 
Helena , who would certainly help them get started . 

BUT NOBODY in Helena had hearn . of Lucas 
Barclay. and it was Christmas before a letter from 

back home in Scotland finally placed Lucas in Gros 
Ventre, "a coming town," where he had purchased a 
business. 

Gros Ventre proved to be a few half-finished 
buildings and a whoop of cowboys; Lucas' business 
was the Medicine Lodge saloon. And Lucas Barclay, 
the master wheelwright, the hard-working prospector, 
was now a man with only stumps where his hands had 
been , maimed in a mine explosion, angry but still 
unbroken . 

It was a shock indeed, but all Montana was still 
there, ready for any high-spirited young man who 
cared to challenge her. 

And when Angus rode one day to the mountain above 
North Fork . intoxicated with this beauty and the 
knowledge that the land here was free for the asking, 
he persuaded Rob to homestead with him here. to 
build cabins and rai~e sheep on neighboring farms and 
become part of the harsh glory. 

And settle they did. 
It was not long before Rob married Judith 

Findlater. And Angus, a Robert Burns-quoting, en
thusiastically scholarly young man who had had some 
slight experience as a schoolteacher's helper in 
Scotland , found himself the teacher at the local school , 
an experience he embraced gladly . 

And when a beautiful new schoolteacher . Anna 
Ramsey , came to work at a second school not far 
away , Angus fell in love, irretrievably and forever . 

BUT ANNA was never to become his wife - he 

married Rob 's sister from Scotland instead , plucky 
little Adair Barclay, who accepted second-best in a 
land that was always to feel too big for her. 

And circumstances were to strain the friendship of 
Angus and the increasingly irascible Rob, to provide a 
deep undercurrent of drama to match the harshness of 
Montana when it chose to show its cruel side . 

Author Doig, who was born and raised in the terrain 
he writes about , now lives in Seattle, where he has 
long pursued a writer's profession , but he has not 
forgotten the smallest part of Montana 's magic , be it 
the lyric beauty of its Junes or the fierce winters that 
forgive no human frailty . He knows farming and 
sheepraising intimately - here is a practical, hands
on rancher talking about his own world, one that can 
be dif~icult indeed, but has its special rewards . 

In Angus and Rob. in stubborn little Adair, in regal , 
unattainable Anna , larger-than-life Lucas, no whit 
diminished by his tragedy , in all the other settlers and 
neighbors who people the book , including the 
enigmatic forest ranger, Stanley Meixell, who is a 
second father to Angus ' only son, Varick, Ivan Doig 
has brought to life another unforgettable world , one 
we can look forward to finding again in the remaining 
volume of the trilogy that includes "English Creek ." 

And through it all runs the old Scottish folk song, 
" Dancing at the Rascal Fair," a joyful, bouncing , 
barn dance tune that somehow sings of the un
quenchable spirit of the place and the time. 

- BARBARA HODGE HALL 
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Big_ Sky yarn 
amounts only 
to a big yawn 

.... 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair. By Ivan Doig. Atheneum. 440 
pp. $18.95. 

By MICHAEL A. FARGO 

This is Ivan Doig's feCOnd ins~llment of a projected 
trilogy begun with his novel "Engllsh Creek," publlahed 
in 1984.- which tells the story of the fictional McCaaliJll 
family's life in Montana during the 1930s. . ~ 

"Dancing at the Rascal Fair" is the story of the 
emigration of Angus McCaskill (ancestor of the Mceli
kills of "English Creekj and Rob Barclay from Scotland 
to the United States and Montana in 1889. Doig foll0ws 
McCaskill and Barclay through 30 years of homesteadltig 
at the base of the Rocky Mountains. 

Doig attempts to write historical fiction like O.E. 
Rolvaag's novel "Giants In the Earth," in which three· 
dimensional characters live and die in the Norwegian 
homesteading of South Dakota. Rolvaag uses historical 
fact and incident to explore the complexities of t!ie 
human condition. · · ' 

Doig, however, fails In "Dancing at the Rascal Fair"·t:o 
produce even a pale imitation of this type of historicat 
fiction. His characters are two-dimensional; they elicl t qb 
empathetic response from the reader. Lust, love, phyalcal 
violence, heroism, ambition · are reduced to mimicry of 
real human emotions, real human qualities. This weak· 
ness of characterization lies chiefly In Doig's choice of 
narrative voice. 

Mccaskill, the narrator and protagonist, too ofteh 
speaks and thinks in the verse of Robert Burns, or, wo~ 
in Doig's imitation of Bums. In the "Acknowledgmenta 
at the book's end, Doig addresses the use of Bums' verse: 
"Some of Angus' remembered verse is indeed Bums; sofl1! 
is Bums and Doig; and some, alas, merely Doig." It is one 
thing to create imaginary dialog for historical figures, but 
published verse should not be subjected to the ima&i~· 
tion of the novell8'. • 

Narrator McCuktll tells the reader what be should 
think of the story's other characters instead of allowt~ 
the reader to reach his own conclusiona through oble~ 
tion of action and llstenin& to dialoa - "'Uh, no th&DQ' 
uttered Varick with that eloquent dismayed swallow onlr 
a boy can perform." 

McCaskill perceives what his fello,w cbaricten are 
thinking to the point of clairvoyance - "No, I kno. 
where Adair put the blame. On Scotch Heaven itle=, 
Montana, on a land so big that people were alwa 
stretching dangerously to meet its dlstancet and 
long moods. Not that she came out and said IO." Oth4" 
than McCaskill .. Dola's characters seldom do say so. • 

When Doig's characten are not speaking or thinkJn'g 
in verse, his prose is rife with homespun platitude - "O,, 
I knew that all you could count on in life is your fingePS 
and your toes"; hyperbole - "I know the country is ri> 
full of smoke you can cut It with a scissors"; and cliche 7 
"I beat that man as if he was a new drum." · 

The Scottish emigration to and homesteading of Moi
tana should have made for a fascinating, poignant stort. 
In Doig's hands it is merP.ly ·b<ring. .. 

The reviewer is a Milwaukee writer. 



Ivan Doig delves deep Into his Montana roots In the llcCasklll trllogr. 

Ivan Doig: Dancing 
to history's details 

WRITERS AT WORK 
By Wendy Smith 

S
EATTLE-Why has the Ameri 
can past laid such a hold on Ivan 
Doig's imagination? 

"I think it helps us to know what we 
are and where we are by knowing 
where we came from, 0 the novelist 
says. 

For just under a decade. in five 
books r..esonant with the 
echoing spaces of the 
American West, he has 
examined how history 
and geography interact to 
shape individual and na
tional character. In doing 
so 'he has demonstrated 
our membership in a 
"community of time .. 
that links /Xmericans to 
those who preceded us, as 
well as in 8 community of 
place that knits us to
gether in a complex 
weave of familial, social 
and ecological obliga
tions. 

for the past six years. English Creek 
(1984) took up the family's story in the 
middle with the tale of 15-year-old 
Jick McCaskill's coming of age in the 
summer of 1939. His newest novel, 
Dancing at the R08cal Fair (Athene· 
um), goes back to the beginning: the 
arrival of young Scotsman Angus 
McCaskill in Montana's Two Medicine 
country in 1889, the ,ear the territory 
became a state. Doig expects to com
pier.., the third volurua--and carry the 
McCaskills into the present-in time 

for the statehood centen
nial in 1989. 

Doig mingled past and Ivan Doig 
orpc;""• r, __ .. ; ., nonfic-

Another reason Doig's 
books are rooted in histo
ry is that he gre~ up 
"with people in Montana 
who had a great link to 
the past. They weren't 
educated enough to know 
actual factual history, but 
they had a lot of lore in 
their heads. And it was in 
the language, -too, the 
aayings that showed up in 
my father's and grand
mother's talk. Going back 
to Scotland three sum· 
mers ago for the research 
on Rascal Fair, I fol.Uld 
some of the turns of 

: :" .. ~£'of Sky (1978). his 
'. ·,· .. of growing up in 
-~ '.:· · .lOs and •50s, and in 
· .... · · :';"1980). an explora-

. :Northwest coastline 
· ... '- ... : !S of a man who 

-. .>" .. ·the 1850s. 
/ (: fiction-but not 
:· ·~-in The Sea Run
. chronicled the es· 

·· l<."'.:-:·:om Russian inden
-_-;:::/:y Alaska and their 
·. :,!);. y down the Pacific 
· .. · ~·~·~ ":: /:~·: ' 
: : . .-, .. ... 1per into his Mon· 

· · , .; McCaskill family 
'. ·: ,· :.;: has been at work 
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phrase originated back there." 
Doig came to the Seattle area. where 

he has lived for 21 years. to get a PhD 
in history, and his training shows in 
the way he works. An energetic, friend
ly man of 48 whose glasses and g'ray
red beard give him a vaguely prof esso· 
rial air. he shows his visitor the file. 
card boxes filled with the research · 
material he gathers to give hi~ novels 
versimilitude. 

"I'm a pretty literal person; I tend to 
imagine from facts," he said. "For 
example, 'Dancing at the Rascal Fair' 
is a traditional Scots tune-which I · 
wrote one sleepless night. It comes · 
from this very staunch, Scots, quasi· 
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Marxist sociological book0 _.he pulls 
Social Class in Scotland, Pltst and · · 
Present d~wn from • 1helr-;·where r 
read tnentaon of the fact tliat · whea· ·" 
farmeta and labotera met to." ~aid · :; 
out the. summer'• wages.- ..:it .... "called ."ii 
'the rascal fair.' I liked that phrue. 

. "I went to bed Orie night,. JlGt."~~)"; ~1 
having a title for the book, and (·got ·up ' 
the next-morning and told Cafol (his 
wife), 'I think it's going to . be · called . 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair.' ·Then I , 
bought a rhyming dictioh~ry and 
worked on making up the song. Quite a 
lot of .what I do. comes tha\ way. the 
imagination ramified by thii kind of 
dry sociology." . 

Doig's uncommon ability to bring. . . 
the past vividly to life stems in part .. ~ .. 
from his attention to detail. " I would 
talk to people who had been home- . : 
steaders at the turn of the century and 
ask them, 'You were a school kid . .. t · 

How'd you get to school?' 'Well, we , 1 
rode horses.' 'OK. what'd you do with 
the horses?' Out of that would come~ i.tl 
bits of lore: In the sagebrush. part oC . 1 .~.qi 
Montana, they'd probably hatch the· 
horse to a bit of sagebrush; if they" ~1 
lived in the grassier part, the lathers . ~q 
would probably build a hitch rail for "1~ 
the school. So the details of Angua' .:fii 
teaching came out of those sort . Ol-
particulars." .: . ...r; tri 

To help him Visualize the ~s h.e. ;:.:11 
was writing about, Carol Do11 . ~k •iii 
photolrapha of buildi!'e al} 0"1: ~~n· ' 
tana and Scotland. While he *81. "lbrk,.., . ~ 
ing, h~r husband arr~secl:.}llt el~~~·ii 
on a bght table, groupma ·*¥ .:P~~t 
to. get a sense of ~ha~· ~. P ..... atre.6.~ 
might.have looked hk~ in 1~~.s?t'~~-1\1~ · 

The language of Do~~· bo0"'9 . .-.'aleQ\ 111 
carefully researched. ·~ . 4'Ce. ~.:.-~ 
led me to the McCasktl . tr1)0gy as 
!JlUch .as anything else. I was inte~ :\'.~ 
m usmg the language of my dad's~ 
generation in English Creeli •. which !& , ~ ,l 
narrated by a character roughly h1a. 
age. And then it followed that Ancua ... ~. 
would narrate Rascal Fair in his Scot
tish-born voice. It was a big decision. 'f 
because it takes a long time to· accu-· l 
mutate the language for these three -
books. · . . ;· .· . . ~, 

"Over here's a file cafd box. call~~.· l e, 
'Montana Lingo,' and I'm working my._~., 
way through The Dictionary of A'T'eri· . · 
can Regional English to find. out how :.?, 

language forms itself, how it comes out. 
in everyday dance and prance-the · . 
poetry of the vernacular, because often :.1~ 
people who don•t have every much else ""-= 
in life are very rich in lanltJage. t .. 
think what I'm up to ia an attemft tQ .. :.!' 
write a trio of books in some · o ~ .. .. ~ 
West's own language." · :. · · .-:J 
. The ~est. itself-Montan~ in . ~-· :.it!'. 

t1cular-1s virtually another character ,~ 
in the McCaskill trilogy, apd : all . of 
Doig•s books display a deep attach· . " 
ment to the land and a profound sense ·:-:; . . 

. of place. "Part of that wal growing up . ;~~ 
in the 'great weathers' of Montana. ·. ~ · 
The space always around you in vai'· :t>~ 
ious configurations-whether it was ~· 
the mountains or the plains or simply . j~ 
t~at alm~t endless sky--bii J>oomin1 :.r• 
dJStances m the landscapa. ·- , :1a 

.••The echoes of those 1tay with a ~ 
pe!Son. Plac~ is important to rrie and, I :r..i 
thank, to quite a number of Western · 
writers. Richard Hugo, the great poet 
of Montana. ~as a tine ~~$t al~Yl13~ · 
sounds to me bke somethfn1 he p~ktCf ":OO 
up in. a Missoula bar.· .'IC you aip't 1'.10 ~ .,.; 
place, you can't go nowb,r~'" ·~ - .. ~ _ . 

But the . W eat Do!g kftOWs ~. (nti~~ 
1. -... :. Tura to ~!'Ce· . t~\~!~ 

' ,. -
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Writers at work 
Continued from Page 15 
mately and writes about with such eloquence is not the West or lecend. 
"I'm writing deliberately about sheepherditrg, because I thought we'd had 
too damn much cowboy West. I'm trying to write against the grain o( what 
1 call 'Wisterns," after Owen Wister, the author of The Vir1inian. He 
went off from Philadelphia and Harvard and got in with some or the rich 
cattlemen of Wyoming-so as far as he could tell. no one in the West ever 
had to do any work. In 'Wisterns' it's all ~d games and saving 
schoolmarms; nobody ever milks a cow or plant.a a spud. It's nonsense, and 
I think it's harmful nonsense. 

"Because so much of the West has been nurtured and can only be 
nurtured by federal policy: the national forest. the park service, the 
bureau .of land management. Jt's an enormous, dry, fragile part of our 
country-what Wallace Stegner called ~a land. of little rainfall and big 
consequences.' We've had a complex, interesting hi8ory or coming to terms 
with that; there's an ecologically, socially and culturally complu guilt out 
here from the Ohio River westward. To think that fixing it is just a matter 
of sirapping on your chaps and siqun is infantile nonsense." 

Doig tries to imbue his work with a sense of how many things in life are 
not within people's control. 0 My interest in history showed me that both 
time and the time you live in are goinc to chanae you, and I'm very much 
teying to write about that. You see in E111lilla Crttlc and Ra1eal Fair how 
much the two world wars dropped into people'e Uvea out of nowhere. I was 
simply tryinc to use what were actual hiltorical realitiee. 

"First. the twin calamities of World War I and the nu epidemic or 
1919--one out of every 100 Montanana died. Then the fact that one year 
you were a kid on a ranch in Moatana who'd maybe never been further 
away than the 90 miles to Helena, the nest year you're in the Aleutiana or 
the South Pacific, and the year after that maybe you're dead. I'm tryina to 
deal in fiction with the issue of history dropping on ua. Of courae, we hope 
it doesn't drop on us in the big'"way-in the great words o! Riddley 
Walker, a book I greatly admire, 'The One Big One: 

"The more I began to read around and take a look at a wortd claa of 
writers like Nadine Gordimer-I read A Sport of Nature earlier this 
spring and, my God, it's unbelievable; she makes the rest of us look like 
kids with crayons in our fist.a! But • lot or outsiders are really making 
their mark on literature, people from the outback, the back pocket.a or the 
world: Gordimer in South Africa; Thomas Keneally in Australia; Salman 
Rushdie, born in India; V.S. Naipaul, bom in Trinidad. Some ol them live 
in the &O·called literary centers now, but they were ronned ..... here. and 
they're writing about. that. 

"Montana baa always had this bis colonial qu•tion, .,.n of the land 
question: Are we aimply an enero colony to be mined? The W•t hel a lot 
in common with these writen from the old outpolta or the Brittab Empire. 
Then there are books such as Riddley Walker and The Book of Ebene~zer 
Le Page that push the language out into odd, eloquent comers of the 
world: the Isle of Guernsey, post·Holocaust Encland. Tltere are 9uit.e a 
bunch or us out here at our own centers or the universe, and they re not 
the metropolitan, polar centers. 

"There's a new kind of eloquence that is not just an eloquence of the 
.··,. West. but an eloquence of the edge of the world. " 



Putting Socks on Snakes in Scottish Heaven 
DANCING AT THE RASCAL FAIR, by Ivan Doig. 
Atheneum, 400 pp. , $18.95. 

By Richard Lipez 

I F LITERARY PRIZES were given 
for sheer likability, Ivan Doig's 
lively novel about the Montana 

homesteading years would win one. 
Which is not to say that "Dancing at 
the Rascal Fair" flinches from the cru
eler natural and other realities of a 
time and place Montanan Doig obvious-
ly loves well. Cold, heat, drought, death 
by drowning, blizzards, forest fires, the 
influenza epidemic of 1918 and an as
sortment of human weaknesses· all 
bring terrible hardship to the Scottish 
and other immigrants trying to build 
lives around sheep-herding and farm
ing at the edge of the northern Rockies 
back when the U.S. Government was 
populating this new state by giving its 
land away_ to anybody who would work 
it. The considerable charm of this nov-

· path of Rob's long-lost Uncle Lucas, 
who has mailed the family a U.S. hun
dred-dollar bill each Christmas. Down 
in steerage. ''like kittens in the bottom 
of a barrel. " they cross the ferocious 
North Atlantic, with its ' 'ocean nights 
as dark as the inside of a cow." 

In Gro Ventre, Montana, Angus 
and Rob find Uncle Lucas, handles · 
after a mining accident, but succeeding 
well with a prosperous saloon. They 

el, the second· in a planned trilogy -
the first book was "English Creek" 
(1984) - lies mainly in its narrator, 
Angus McCaskill, as droll and sweetly ~ 

.expressive an observer as any who ever 
put down a community'.s history. 

Young Angus and his buddy Rob 
Barclay- set out from the Scottish low
lands in 1889 to locate and follow in the Ivan Doig 

take hi - advice and st<frt up as sheep 
ranchers with some fellow countrymen 
in the new village of Scottish Heaven. 
Angus also is recruited to be schoolmas
ter, in which capacity he eventually 
gets into trouble with religious conser
vatives by exposing the town's youth to 
Thomas Carlyle. who said, ''I don 't pre
tend to understand the universe; it's a 
great deal bigger than I am." 

The even deeper trouble Angus gets 
into i when he falls in love with pas
sionate, erratic Anna Reese, the school 
mistress in a neighboring town. The 
day they meet she tells him there is a 
matter he might help her with, and An
gus thinks, "Anything, anything. 
Wheelbarrowing a mountain from here 
to there. Putting socks on snakes." 

Angus, previously a man with "an 
enlarged sense of carefulness where 
weddings were concerned, " is instantly 
daft with love for this untraditional 
woman, and stays that way for years, 
decades even: after Anna marries an
other man, Angus marries Rob's sister 
Adair on the rebound, and Rob - " a 
man not too insubstantial to carry con
tradictions" - becomes Angus' enemy 
by spitefully revealing to Angus and 
Adair's teenaged son, Varick, that An
gus ' true love is Anna, not the boy's 
mother. 

That might" sound a little too grand 
operatic for rural Montana, but in 
Doig's deft hands it is not. There are a 

few spots in " Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair" where Steinbeckian over-literary 
hyperbole hovers just over the horizon 
- "We're the people; we go on" - but 
Doig always backs off in time. In fact, 
the language in this novel generally i 
so trim and graceful and pleasurable 
that if Doig did not refer to Scotland at 
least once per page, I would begin to 
suspect that hi · characters were actual
ly Irish . 

Doig also does a first-rate job of 
telling the history of Montana through 
the lives of his characters. He makes 
the economics. of ranching passably in
teresting, and I think I could now 
shear a sheep. The U.S. Forest Ser
vice, founded by Teddy Roosevel t in 
1907, is favorably described ; in the 
story, Angus McCaskill persuades hos
tile ranchers to back it. Refer ring to 
the high grasslands, a forest ranger 
tells the ranchers, "You can use it, but 
not use it up." 

A few benighted Blackfeet Indians 
appear in Doig's saga, but only sketch
ily and peripherally. The full story of 
their tragedy is told in the novels of an
other fine Montana writer, James 
Welch. To learn about the civilization · 
that supplanted the Blackfeet's, you 'll 
not do better than Ivan Doig's im
mensely enjoyable work of rich Ameri
cana. 

Richard Lipez writes mystery novels un
der the pseudon_vm Richard Stevenson. 

' ., 



I Immigrant's 
tale of the 
wild, hard 
landscape 
of heartbreak 
I ~C1NG AT THE RASCAL FAJJ 

By Ivan Doig 
Atheneum. $18.95. 405 pages 

REVIEWED BY WOODY WEST 
---------·-------~---. -- - - ----- --- - - -- ----- ·- ------

''Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair" is the story of 
two young Scotsmen, 
Angus McCaskill and 

Rob Barclay, who. like so many thou
s;i nJs of their countrymen. cross the 
:\tlant1c to fa s hion ne w lives in a new 
land . The pair emhark from Gtas
f.! IJW in the fall of 1889, hcadinR for 
\lontana. where an uncle uf Bar
clay 's had gone a decade earlier to 
\\Tes t his fort une from the land . 

lt is the story o f the JO years dur-
111 g \vhich the two men invest muscle 
~ind hqpc and souls to attach them
sel vcs <md thei r families to the glori· 
ousl y harsh landscape of northern 
:\lont ana . It is al so the painful 
cha rting of a friendship that the 
years expose to bitterly antagonistic 
\ 'aluation s of life. and of a blighted 
love that fo r yea rs corrodes a family. 

This is an affecting story, wonder· 
fully well told . The novel (its title is 
from an old Scottish song - "Danc
ing at the Rascal Fair/devils and an· 
gel · ~.ill were there") is both a history 
of emigration and a tale of the gritty 
existence of the frontier. which in 
Mr. Doig's 1wo Medicine County is 
still primitive as the 19th century 
wanes. 

Angus and Roh stake their home
steads and begin to raise sheep in the 
lush grasslands. contending with the 
vast contrarieties of the Montana 
di mate and the only slightly less tur
hulcnt storms of human na ture. The 
Barclay uncle, Lucas. whom they fi
nally track down and discover has 
lost both his hands in a mining acci
dent , helps them get started as 
ranche rs . Lucas. tough and saga
cious , now runs a saloon in Gros Ven
tre . a town that is more aspiration 
than nctuality. 

:\lr. Doig neatly uses the creation 
of a national forest abutting the 
' ·, .. mestcads in ··scotch Heaven" -

·1e valley bctv•cen anti alon~ the 
·>rks of English Cree k - as a vehicle 

· ir c.:hangc. This large intervention 
;f the U. S. government in their lives. 
:· ·stricting the ir acce~s to grazing 
., nds. i~ a fascinating demarcation 

. · :·~tween frontier and modernity, if 
>m will. in :\Ir. Doig 's telling . In a 
.. ay. thi s is Frederick Jackson Turn-
'.·s thesis of the end of the Arner

- "a~ frontier reflected in tndividual 
:es . 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1987 

It has been nine years since Ivan 
Doig 's memoir of a Montana child
hood. "House of Sky," was pubshed. 
lished . With each succeeding title. 
his hecomes a surer talent. "Danc
ing at the Rascal Fair" is the second 
novel in a projected trilogy, The first, 
"English Creek," was published in 
l 9H4, and in it the reader met the 
grandson of this novel's McCaskill 
narrator. "English Creek" displayed 
Mr. Doig's fclic.:itics as a writer- his 
eloquent portrayal of the land, and 
his fidelity to the realities of exis· 
tcnc.:e upon it. But the characters in 
the first novel were less developed 
than the landscape. and there was, in 
my view. less self-assurance in the 
"rnice" of the novel. 

In this successor volume, how
ever, Mr. Doig has matched the land 
and its men and women. Perhaps it 
was the exercise of going back to 
roots. tracing the genesis of his main 
t·haracters and fleshing out their 
lives. that gave Mr. Doig the impres
sive extension of his novelistic peo
ple in "Dancing at the Rascal Fair." 

From the small Scots village of 
Nethermuir to the rude town of Gros 
Ventre, Angus and Rub were part of 
the constniction of n new culture, 
which in so many bemusing ways 
still is shaping itself. There · is a 
mythic component to Mr: Doig's 
Western writing that he manages to 
blend magnificently with the real
ities of life on the Montana land -
no mean job of proportionality. 

As Angus and Rob embark for the 

see FAIR, page E8 



Ivan Doig, author of a tale of immigrants' struggle in the American West. 

FAIR 
From page E7 

the United States, Mr. Doig 
elaborates on an emigrant guide of 
the period: 

"Do not emigrate in a fever, but 
consider the question in each and 
every aspect. The mother country 
must be left behind, the family ties, 
all old associations, broken. Be sure 
that you look at the dark side of the 
picture: the broad Atlantic, the 
dusty ride to the great West of 
America, the scorching sun, the 
cold winter- coldest ever you ex
perienced! - and the hard work of 
the homestead. But if you .finally, 
with yollr eyes open, decide to emi
grate, do it nobly. Do it with no di
vided heart." 

Doing it nobly does not exclude 
deep pain. This is a place where the 

land leaves an indelible imprint on 
its people, where failure and suc
cess can be so hard to tell apart 
that inner resources are critical to 
survival. 

II This is an 
affecting story, 

wonderfully well told. 
The final volume of the trilogy 

presumably will bring English 
Creek into post-World War I 
America. Can't hardly wait. In the 
meantime, "Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair" is a piece of work that lodges 
deeply in that corner of the mind 
where lovely novels endure. 

Woody West is associate editor of 
The Washington Times. 
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ten on two historical incidents: when 
a pregnant black woman helped to lead 
an uprising on a coffle (a group of 
slaves chained together and hertkd. 
usually to market) in 1829 in Ken
tucky and a white woman living on an 
isolated fann in North Carolina in 
1830 who gave sanctuary to runaway 
slaves. 

Sherley Anne Williams has per
fonned a tour de force. DESS A ROSE 
is one of the finest, richest. most · 
moving novels about slavery. 

How did she write it? "The nov-
el. .. is fiction ... invention. Maybe it is 
only a metaphor," says the author, 
"but I now own a summer in the 19th 
century." A beautiful comment from 
a gifted writer. (Sept, 260 pp., $3.95) 

Kathryn F a/1' 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair 
Ivan Doig 
Atheneum * * * * * 

Here's a little secret - I like this 
book so much I've requested it be add
ed to the preliminary list of nominees 
for The National Book Critics Circle 
Award for best fiction. RASCAL 
FAIR is everything a read should be: 
poetic, romantic, an exciting story, 
characters you love and hate but undez
stand, insight into the how and why 
of living. I, who carry an innate preju
dice against westerns (and this book, 
set in the Montana wilderness, is 
definitely a western), I loved every 
minute of it I will read it again -
and again. 

Angus McCaskill and Rob Barclay 
are teenagers in 1899 when they set 
out from Scotland for Helena. Monta
na, to join Rob's Uncle Lucas. They 
survive the stench and indignity of 
steamship steerage, enduring stonny 
ocean and inadequate diet Arriving in 
Helena by train, they discover that Lu
cas Barclay isn' t there. It's a year~ 
fore they learn that he is living nonh 
and west of Helena. in the small al
most-town of Gros Ventre. 

With the advent of Spring they take 
a stage to Augusta, then a freight 
wagon northward to Gros Ventre. 
Finding Uncle Lucas is difficult and 
not without surprises, but find him 
they do. They select their homesteads 
and Angus becomes a schoolmaster 
for the growing community. It isn ' t 
long before he falls in love with a 
teacher from a neighboring town, the 
bonnie lass of his dreams. Anna Ram
sey. He courts her. they fall in love 
and Angus' world becomes one of per
fect enchanunent But enchanunent is 

\J \, 

doomed in this practical world. 
It is an understatement to say that 

Doi~ is a writer whose words breathe 
life into place and time. When the sea 
tosses their steamships 90, brutally · 
that it seems as though they'll be reg
urgitated from its groaning h~ 
when brutal winters freeze ~lives 
as still as if they were cas& in a :pm 
ball to be shaken to watch the snow. 
when a plague ol inftuem:a closes its 
~p on the community, when 
fri . forged in steel begins to 
shatter~ aystal cast upoo stone -
this audd brings us lilting phrases of 
fresh insights, unveiling lives of•no
_ble spiriL ' 

DANCING AT nm RASCAL 
FAIR is a rare book ~ the best I've 
read in a long, long time. l've·ordered 
othm by Doig: T/tis Ho.u of Sky 
(1978), Winier Brothers (1980), tu 
Std RIUIMrs (1982) and .English 
Creek (1984). I may becoole a fan. 
(Sept., 403 pp., $18.95) .. ·· . 

Sunn1 Tudtmann 

Woman In the Wind 
Pamela Townley , 
Putnam * *.* * 

Pamela Townley has written an his
torical saga of pride, love, vengeance 
and betrayal. It is a rags-to-riches sto
ry of Dickie Benne'1 a simple English 
farm girl, who at the age of fifteen 
w~ ruthlesSly raped by the sons of 
the influential Red.fields, owners of 
the land her family works in order to 
scratch out a meager living. 

Dickie raises her illegitimate son 

...... ·.::,.io 

Historical 
and bclJB her father WOik the land 
whm her beloved brother, Sam. is 
tilled in World War I. After the war, 
Dickie discovas a new wcrld of ex
citement when a. barnstorming pilot 
lands in a field near the fann and takes 
her for a ride in the fragile plane, a 
CunmJenny, which was used as a 
ttaining plane during the Great War. 
After that first flight Di~kie is en
charued - she dreams of being at the 
controls of a plane in ftighL She lis
tens to the pilot talk of stunt- flying, 
wing-walking, and parachuting. She 
sees in aviation a way to lift herself 
and Max out of the old life and into a 
bright future. She talces her son to 
Amtzica andjoins·a troupe of dare
devil flyers. 

Over the next twenty years, Dickie 
uses every ounce of her energy and 
cunning to fulfill ,her promise to her
self and to her bastard son !-Aax, to be-
come richer than the Red.fields and get 
her revenge against Rupert and Frede-
rick Redfield. , 

Later, with 1il:ie help of a man who 
loves her far more than she will ever 
love him, Didie fOands an airline 
empire and with an awesome detcnni
nauon, contracts to deliver mail. A 
new industry is born. 
_ By the time Dickie retums to Eng
land.. wealthy and successfu1. ready to 
seek vengeance on the Redfields, the 
seeds of her discontent have taken root 
in her son Max-with malevolent . 
consequeius. 

The story, set in the lush English 
countryside, New York and California, 
spans the years 1913 to after the Sec-

. ond W<X"ld War and the Berlin Airlift 
It is filled with seen~ of family 
cooftict and has ,all the ingredients for 
a page--tuming story-a spunky he
roine, a handsome hero, and a villain 
who is paid off in the end. (Aug., 471 
pp., $19.95) 

Dorothy Garlock 

The Playmaker 
Thomas Keneally 
Simon & Schuster ***+ 

THE PL.A YMAKER is a serio
comic look at Australia during the late 
l 700's. Through the eyes of Lieuten
ant Ralph Clark, Thomas Keneally 
gives the reader an insight into the 
prison conditions in Sydney and also 
into the hearts of those sentenced 
there. 

To amuse both the prisoners and the 
English anny outcasts, Clark, the pro
tagonist. is assigned to produce a 

25 
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Dancing at the Rascat1air, by Ivan 

Doig (Atheneum, $18.95). The new 
novel by the author of the wonderful 
This House of Sky follows the adventures 
of two Scottish immigrants as they leave 
their homeland for a new life in Mon
tana, ~irca _ 18?2· 
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Pioneer living· witbQut the sweeteners . 
. . ~, .' -- ~ 

''DANCING AT THE RASCAL 
FAIR .•. By /-van Doig. Ne~Yor: . 
Atheneum. 405 pp. $18. . 

<'iy ldHN KRULL 
The Indianapolis News _ 

Jya .n-~:~ o!Jtg-:· ~L ~e-~ ;nov . · 
"Dancmg" . t the.. Rascal - ·F · r." 
does just that. 

It dances. 
The book moves sprightly and 

lightly through steps of surpris
ing complexity. The result ls a 
performance more powerful than 
anything el~e Doig has· done. 

The principal dancer in "Ras
cal Fair" is the book's narrator 
and protagonist. Angus McCas
kill. Angus is an American im
mtgrant._a --19-year-old Scotsman 
who arrive_s in Montana witti his 
best friend, Rob Barclay, in 1889 
- just in time to celebrate Mon
tana's statehood. 

like· a ,· breathing character. He ship, the weather and human 
, makes ·people · se~m connect~ weakness. . 
. with the place where they live. . Jn the course of telling of 
~· ., That st-r~ngth 'Still is in evf- . those battles. Doig offers a small 

· _· dence. Angus, Rob _and Adair all but -satisfying moral. The re
are shaped by 'the Montana land- · wards .of life in ·'Dancing at the 

-·. scape. But they ~iso are molded R~scal Fair" .:_ ~ loyal family, 
and remolded, in completely sufficient food and housing, re
credible _ways, by each other. spect from friends and netgh

Take, -as an example, the first bors, even survival itself - go to 
days of Angus' and Adair's mar- those who live within limits, who 
riage to each other and the land accept what life and land offer 

. itself: . · · them and make do with it. 
·~That winter.- then. Adai.r Perhaps those qualitfes afle . 

and I 'sc) new to each other. and not heroism on a Hollywood 
the·- snow~heavy valley of the scale, but they were heroic 
North Eo_rk so new to her. I at enough to people and settle the 

. least believed· I could take hope American West. And they are 
from the calendar. Even as the heroic enough to make Angus 
year-ending days :_slow~d -· 'Y!th . McCaskill a character to remem
cold aria I fully realized that her, and his shuffles through 
Adair's glances out into the win- life's rascal fair a dance to trea

The novel. whatever sidetrips 
it might take, is the story of 
these two men, of their friend-

ter were a prisoner's automatic 
Ivan Doig eye-escapes toward any window. 

Sprightly steps in a powerful tale · even then I still could tell myself 

sure. 

mance with another woman. Anship, their families, their fights. 
their failures. and, yes. their vie- gus marries Rob's younger sis
tories. ter. Adair .. Angus' and_ Adair's 

Their tale is one of home- love is less than complete: An
steading, of trying to eke out life gus still yearns for the other 
in -a stubborn land. Almost as woman and Adair is less than 
soon as they arrive in Montana. thrilled by the brutal lifestyle 
A d R b k Montana imposes. · 

ngus an o sta e out adja- Within the boundaries of 
cent plots of earth and - with 
the help of Rob's uncle, the these relationships - Angus 
memorably drawn Lucas Barclay and Adair, Angus and Rob -
- they begin sheepherding to- Doig offers some new choreogra
gether. phy in "Rascal 'Fair." Doig:s 

Soon . their lives are tied in str.e~gth always has been _his 
other ways. After a painful ro- ab1hty to make the land seeni 

ltJ/3/T;f-- • 

that with any luck at all she 
would not have to go through a 
second Scotch Heaven winter 
with only cards for company." 

This is pioneer living deprived 
of the artificial sweeteners of the 
West's romantic mythology. 
Death and tragedy occur in 
" Dancing at the Rascal Fair," 
but they aren't caused by blaz-
ing six-guns qr Indian attacks. 

That's because "Rascal Fair" 
is about the . battles that really · 
:won the West. The quiet battles 
individual men and women had 
to fight against loneliness. hard-
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· J~inguage of American frontier comes alive 
Research gives 
Doig narrative 
realistic voices 
,By ~~ve Paul 
Thi SW'1 bee*,.... .... · 1 van Dote'• new novel, Daac

•t tbe ~ Fair, ii a 
. bat rigorous story of the 

bmnlgranta wbo settled 
koa&ua- ID- tbe late 19th and 
~ IMb centuries. 

'the booll ia mad.a all tJae more 
compellinl by the lovely lilt of ita 
language and the abundance of 
everyday historical detail. Doil 
bu carefully endowed his narra
tive with an organic and convinc
ing sound. just as be captured the 
vernacular ambiance of western 
Montana in the 1930s in EnglUb 
Creelc. That 1984 book was the 
first of Doig's trilogy which, · 
chronologically, actually follows 
Dancint at tbe Rascal Fair. 

"It was a deli~rate decision to 
try and write this trilogy in pret
ty much the language the people 
of the time might use." Doig said 
; interview earlier this year 

,g the American Booksellers 
Association convention in Wash
ington. " In a sense I want their 
language to be part of the story. 

"I was trying to get kind of a 
shimmer behind the language, I 
guess. The everyday poetry in the 
language, the way people tal.11: on 
the ranches and in small towns or 
within the forest service. 

"Whenever you get a closed 
occupational group or a small 
town or something, people are 
often poor in almost everythinc 
else but very often rich in lan
guage in a sense. The lrisb are 
certainly an example of that. The 
Scottish are al.most as poor, but 
as eloquent, I hope." 

For English Creek, Doig said. 
- . he absorbed family remem

brances and delved into the WPA 
federal writen' project collec
tion of '30s vernacular. For the 
day-tc>-day lan1uage of DalJCi.n6 
at tbe Rascal Fair, Doig used not 
only the historical resources of 
Montana bat al.lo library and 
muaemn archives in Scotland, 
where be studied letten written 
home from America and diaries 
of people iii the period. One other 
useful dilcovery, be said. were 

• icottilla joke books of the 18809 
~:"\M '90I.. 

,:,. ''There WO\Jld be pap after 
:-'"""f>age ef this kind of ponderous, 
• Victorian notion of what wu 
: .. funny. And then you come acroa 

a wonderful line about every 
eighth or 10th page. They were 
great on the clus-eomciousnesa 
kinds of jokes." 

Although Doig made wide use 
of those sources directly, be al.lo 
felt free u a novelist to invent 
what he wanted-a letter from 
home, an emigrant's guide, even 
Scottish verse-all of it with a 
ring of authenticity. 

"Scbolan of Robert Burm," 
Doig wrote in an acknowledg
ment in the book, "may be 
mystified by a number of the 
lines mentally quoted by Angus 
McCaskill herein. Some of An
gua 's remembered vene is 
indeed Burm; some is Burns and 
Doig; and some is, alas, merely 
Doig." 

An example o! bb colorful 
collection of phrases is the bar
room toast. tn DancilJ6 at the 
Rascal Fair, when Angus 
McCaskill and Rob Barclay ar
rive in Rob's uncle's "raggle
taggle fringe of structures" 
known as Gro1 Ventre, they are 
greeted with a round at the Medi
cine Lodge and the preamble, 
"Broth to the W. stilts to the 
lalne." 

Doil said be would probably 
wort in a similarly vivid phrase 
in tbe next Montana book. "It's 
not exactly a tout, but I once 
beard a gay in a bar say to the 
bartender. 'Nurse. we'll bave 
another round of jelly sandwich-

Iv11aDoig •.• 
Moataaa'.r 
everyday 
poetry 

es.• I want th.ii kind of gamut of 
languaae." 

Doil. 48, are- up ln Montana, 
u re.den of bll 1911 memoir, 
n.. Home ol sq, well tnow. He 
left for collep at Northwestern 
Uniftl'llty, tben jobl in journal· 
ism, and for most of the l.ut 20 
yean be bu lived with bis wife 
ln Seattle. But Doil clearly bu a 
love affair with the Bl& Sty 
state's land and its people. 

He is at wort on the last book 
of the Montana trilOIJ, which 
will take youna Jlck McCutill of 
Englin Creel· into the praent., 
cotncidin& with the state'• 1981 
centennial. 

What makes Montanana IO at
tractive? 

"I cuess it's the farmer, the 
wortlng stiffs of the ranches," be 
said. "I am interested ln people 
who are maklna a livlnl with 
their bands-their feet. their 
beads, whatever-but wortinC 
on the land. worll:lna apimt tbal 
big, strong, beautiful and very 
often treacberou1 country. 
There's one notion, lD tbat coun
try where the population thim 
out ao much, ~t the ftpraa of 
the people stand out that much 
more. 

"I've lived in SeaW. for 20 
yean, but I've not written any 
suburban or metropolitan stuff. 
I'm not sure lf I ever will or not." 

Immigrant characters endure 
harsh Montana in 'Rascal Fair 

~ .... R.acal Fair, "1 !YU 
Da!f (4tl,.,.. A~ ta.ff) 

I 
van Doil'• historical novel, 
DaDcbw •t tbe Rucal Fair, II 
the leCODd volume in a trtlOIJ 

that began with Eagl.tall a-es, 
but it ltaDdl alone u a story and 
accomplilbes wbat a blltorical 

There are no 
Indians in the 
kitchen garden 
or bears kllUna 
sheep. 

novel lhoald: Doil bu re- its own terms and teHI yol 
tearebed the times and tbe place ... _ , __ .. 
ao that tbe Two Medicine coun- loUIC&U or e.._. 

-1 They aJm are shaped by t 
of Montana of lllt-ltlt ii u own puaiom. Carefree Rob , 
real u ltaDlu Qty today. Hll clay aenda for his lister Adai 
story capture. one'I attention man, McCalkill, the aoben 
without re.ortiDC to melodrama narrator. Before she ._arr' 
or cheap romance. MiCaiatil1 falls in love 

Dote'• language II a major another woman. Their suua! 
delilbt. The narrator la a man ~ isn't enough and 
wbo quotes poetry to bimlelf- marries another, but McCa: 
IOmetimes Robert Barna, -~ sto 1 .......... f b timel a pastiche-a ICboolteacb- .never JJI 0 ....-ue or er, c 
er whole students learn the old tboqb be marries Adair. , 
Scotch 90Dll (IOllle of them writ- lbn&tnl leads eventually to 1 
ten ,_ Do'"" .. ,_,. ... 1": .betwem McCaatill and Bare 

111 .. ~, aDd a.tween McCaatill and 
Da.Dci1J6 at tbe TUClll fllir, ma;. 
moon lllld mr, f1re lllld air, , There are no lnd1am in 
cbootle your mate a.ad mLte a kitchen garden or bean kill 

pair, abeep, DO gunplay or forced < 
da.Dcin6 at the ruclll lair. ma. This la a book of the ' 
11le narrator can rel.ate all the people'• personalities fra 

characters' a~on and bis own their deltlnies and bow accick 
emotions in appropriate Ian- of time and place-a mining 
gaage. 'lb1s ii bis first view of tbe plosion, a chance meeting a 
Rockies: camp, the infiuema epidemic 

"Ahead wu where tbe planet , 1917-11-force chanees in tt 
greatened. lives. The reader bas a 5eDIE' 

"To the west DOW, tbe entire tbe overwbelminl landlcape, 
horizon was a sty-marchinl ell~ of the banb climate 
procession of mount.aim. . . . people's lives and fortunes, 
Peaks, cliffs, canyom, dte any- the compromiaes that the cl 
tbln& b1&h or mtpty and there it acten are forced to make. 
was up on that roqb west brink Thil ii a real story, no' 
of the world. . .. How deep into · Saturday afternoon west· 
the sky their motionlea tumult movie conflict of good and c 
reached, bow far tbe9e Rockies where the cowboy wears 
columned amm the earth." white bat and always wins. 

Doil tells wbat it wu lite for this story all of the charact. 
two youna adventurers, Rob ~ are good and bad. TiJJle pas: 
clay and narrator· Angus and people chanee and' grow. 'i" 
McCaskill, to leave Scotland in carefree Rob Barclay, yo; 
tut and travel to Montana in partner of McCuti11, becor 
search of Lucu Barclay, Rob's · the angry and embittered t 
uncle. They spend a winter ln who turns McCasll:ill '1 
Helena, then find Lacaa iD the against him and dissolves tt 
tiny woald--be town of Groe v~ partnership until the terms 
tre just east of the Rockie& l 1•ca:. • v:ill f( rce tbem togetl 
Readers learn the back-breakiq again. He faill ill business < 
life of the.e men and othef home- falls back on sheep ranching 
ateaden wbo move to Scotch survive. but bis stubbornness 
Heaven. stroys him. 

One cbaraCtel' .. ,... "Peop&. Doi& bu ~ted the t~ 
keep bavtnc to atretcb them- tare of tbe live. of people w 
lelves out of abape lrYiDI to eope may be fictional, but who COl 
witb 10 much. Tb1a lloatana leU bave ~rut· 
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~t~ngled struggles'\ 
in Big Sky Country 
'DANCING AT THE RASCAL 

l'il/R. Bl Ivan Doig. Aiheneum, 40J 
pp., 118.95. 
By MAUDE McDANIEL 

"Elbowroom for the spirit;' 
t.hought Scottish immigrant Angus 
McCaskill in 1889 when he first 
laid eyes on the Montana country, 
where "the planet greatened'' and 
the Rocky Mountains "startled and 
stunned a person ... how deep into 
the sky their motionless tumult 
reached, how far these Rockies 
columned across the Earth." 

lvan Doig has never let readers 
down, through four books that 
melded the "entangled struggle" of 
human beings into a land and 
weather where "people keep hav
ing to stretch themselves out of 
shape trying to cope with so much." . 
Dan~ at the Rascal Fair upholds 
hfs fradition gloriously. 
. Namad after an old Scottish mar

ket song ("devils and angels all 
were there/heel and toe, pair by 
pair">· it precedes English Creek, in 
De1g's . trilogy of. autobiographical 
fi~ion, embedding the American ·.· 
root.I·· of that story's McCaskills in 
tlr~ :· frontier history of home· 
steading in Montana, where Doig 
grew -up, "listening to Montanans." 

· A;ngus of the watching eyes, his 
Robert Burns ever at the ready, 
lcav.e_s -for America from Nether-

BOOKS 
muir, in company with his best 
friend Rob of the proclaiming eyes 
and a "burnish that glowed" with · 
the "Barclay special mix" of charm 
and cocksureness. 

Finally locating Rob's uncle, 
Lucas, they thread into America, 
homesteading together along the 
Rocky Mountain front with their 
thousands of sheep over the next 
3Q years. But only for 24 years do 
they remain friends. 

Angus tells the story of this 
friendship and the final ripping 
nesh of it in an angtilar prose that 
elbows its way along like the 
Rockies themselves, with a billow 
and a nourish that few authors can 
pull off without sounding more 
artificial than artful. Yet Doig man· 
ages, and. as in his othel" books, 
moves the reader beyond a lei
surely appreciation of creative 
writing to engagement with the 
events and people themselves. 

For . Doig, the land where this 
humanity roils is as much a person· 
ality as Rob or Angus. Only it lacks 
something, a tongue to speak "the 
words of the land,'' to say for itself 
"here is Montana, here is America, 
here is all yet to come." 

Never mind. Doig says it all. 
McDaniel is a Maryland newspa· 

per columnist. 
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Doig's craft 
is word magic 
But his practical pragmatism regard_~ 
promotion as the lambing out of wnt1ng 

By GINNY MERRIAM 
for the M1ssouhan 

A sk Ivan Doig if he's a 
Montana writer, and he 
has a definite answer. 

"I consider myself a writer, 
no adjective," he said in an inter
view last week in Missoula. 

Doig, whose recently released 
"Dancing at the Rascal Fair" is a 
novel about a sheep-ranching 
family at the turn of the century 
in the Two Medicine country, said 
his training and the craft aspect 
of his work are what make his 
writing, not his upbringing in 
Montana. He'd have been a writ
er anywhere, he said, and "within 
that 1 'm working on country and 
lives that interest me.'' 

"I think writers can be 
grounded in local land and lan
guage and still be writing about 
the biggest country of all: Life," 
he said. 

He said ''Montana writers'' is 
"a quick, convenient tagline like 
'New York Yankees" ' and in that 
sense a legitimate way to look at 
books that share a setting. 

But, he said, ··in terms of 
standing back and looking at the 
body of the work, there I hope 
we're writing into bigger coun
rry." 

Doig has been out promoting 
his book, which may turn out to 
be his most commercially success
ful so far because of its appealing 
love story and Doig's growing 
name recognition with the public. 

His tour includes Oregon, Wy
oming, the San Francisco Bay 
area, Philadelphia, New York and 

lots of places in between. Each 
time he finishes a book, he said, 
he takes out two months for 
promotion - his practical back
ground allowing him to regard 
promotion as the lambing time or 
grain harvesting of writing. 

In Missoula, he signed books 
at three bookstores and gave a 
public reading at the University of 
Montana. At the reading, he told 
the crowd he misses many things 
about Montana, but not the win
ters or the wind. He's a droll man 
who seems happy with where he 
is, the Seattle area. 

"A lot of overnight success 
happens after 20 years," he said 
at the reading. 

Doig was born in White Sul
phur Springs in 1939. His family 
moved to a sheep ranch near Du
puyer during his freshman year in 
high school, and he graduated 
from Valier High School, where 
he was "an inept javelin-throw
er," in 1957. 

A united effort by his family 
and a full tuition scholarship sent 
him to Northwestern University in 
Evanston, Ill., where he earned 
undergraduate and master's de-
grees in journalism. 

"Getting me out of the Du
puyer-Ringling area was our 
equivalent of a moonshot," he 
said. 

After working as an editorial 
writer for a chain of downstate Il
linois newspapers and as assistant 
editor of The Rotarian magazine, 
he moved to Seattle, where his 
wife, Carol, teaches mass media 
at Shoreline Community College. 

His journalism training is "the 

MICHAEL GALLACHalUIMMoullen 

Ivan Doig: He's out promoting his new book, "Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair." 

muscle and sinew" of how he 
works, he said. It taught him how 
to research and trained him to ap
proach writing as a craft, like 
woodworking, he said, "right 
down to the consonants and vo
wels." 

It also ·taught him about dead
lines, which he said he never 
misses. 

"I take the word literally," he 
said. "I used to think you died if 
you missed one." 

Doig doesn't draw a strict line 
between fiction and nonfiction, . 
saying a writer can find stories, 
not necessarily invent them. 

"I'm a fairly literal, practical
minded son of thousands of years 
of Scots men and women. I tend 
to see writing as writing," he 
said. "The supposed high walls 
between fiction, nonfiction and 
poetry aren't really there for me. 

It's all words, and the point is to 
do the words as magically as you 
can." 

"Dancing at the Rascal Fair," 
his fifth book, tells of the same 
family as did "English Creek," 
published in 1984, but comes first 
chronologically. Doig said this 
was deliberate; 

Doig first became acquainted 
with Missoula when he came for 
an autograph party for his book 
"This House of Sky" in 1978. In 
May 1979, UM creative writing 
professor Bill Kittredg~ convinced 
him to participate in the "Who 
Owns the West" conference here. 
Doig had just returned from Scot
land and researching for "Danc
ing," and almost didn't come. 
Now he's glad he did. 

"It was a landmark event," 
he said. "I came out of that with . 
friendships that have brought me 
back and back to Missoula.'' 

Doig dances with life, love and language 
By GINNY MERRIAM 
for the Missoulian 

• "Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair," by Ivan Doig, Atheneum 
(Macmillan Publishing Co.). 
1987, hardback, 400 pages, 
$18.95. 

Saying that I van Doig has 
good command of the language is 
like saying that eastern Montana 

Review 

is breezy. Doig makes the lan
guage sit up, roll over, speak, 
fetch and lie down. The reader is 
the one who begs for more. 

· , · In "Rascal Fair " we live Angus as narrator 1s thought-
wheelwnght s clerk with a deep, • 'd ful, wistful and full of portent, . 
thoughtful streak, step off for through marriages, acct ents, but Doa'g works this so gently that 

deaths, lambs smothered by snow. 
America past a drowned horse at droughts, blizzards, personal fal- the reader doesn't realize it until a 
the dock. At 19, they di~over d · · second trip through the book. "I 
seasickness before Amenca, where lings-out, depresse pnces, an m- was told once I am a great one 

d R b' u 1 fluenza epidemic, a frustrated 
they hope to fin o s nc e love story. There are enough con- for yesterdays," Angus says near 
Lucas in Montana. flicts for three novels: sheepmen the end of the book, "and I said 

They arrive in tim~ for Monta- vs . cowmen, ranchers vs. Forest back that they have brought us to 
na's statehood par~y ·~ J:lelena Service, father vs. son, friend vs. where we are." 
and eventually ma e t eir way to friend, optimism vs. life, settlers The title comes from an annual 
Gros Ventre, a "thin scatter of vs. Montana. The land is changed fair at Rob and Angus' Scots 
buildings," none of which qualif Y by the people, and the people are town at which farmers and hands 
as "much "!ore than an eye.sore." anything but neutral about Mon- gathered for bargaining, drink 
Here they find Lucas, who as not and dancing. 
as they expected him to be, but tana. And the dancing metaphor 
who helps them get started at . Rob on Montana: "You don't continues. The characters dance 
homesteading and sheep-ranching find a place like this Montana literally and figuratively with life 
in the Two Medicine country. just any o.ld where." and with each other: the two-step 

The story continues through Angus on winter Montana: in love the waltz when wool 
the winter of 19.19-1920, wi.th nar- "Here was existence scoured prices ~re up, the reel and the 
rator Ang~s telling of ~he hves. he down as far as it could go." fling at community ~ances. The 
and Rob fmd , along with the hves Forest ranger Stanley Meixell dancing stops when influenza ar-

NEW 
BOOKS 
No 'Rules' left 

• "The Rules of Attrac
tion," by Bret Easton Ellis . 
Simon & Schuster. 250 pages . 
$17.95. 

Bret Easton Ellis' characters 
have an odd resemblance to 
Beatrix Potter's. 

True, they drink, get high, get 
tranquilized, spend a great deal of 
their parents' money and p~actice 
junk-food sex. The companson 
with the chaste Miss Potter's crew 
may seem far-fetched. Furthermo
re, her rabbits and squirrels are 
more human than Ellis' college 
kids, and livelier. · 

But the resemblance is there. 
Both groups live snugly in bur
rows and have infrequent contact 
with the outside world. 

Of course, Potter's point is the 
coziness of small, furred things. 
Ellis' point is the bleakness of a 
lost generation with platinum 
credit cards. But both the coziness 
and the bleakness are laid on; nei
ther is earned. 

Ellis' first novel, "Less Than 
Zero," was set in Los Angeles, its 
protagonist a New England col
lege student back home for the 
summer. "The Rules of Attrac
tion" is New England college life 
on the spot. 

There are no parties; there is 
only partying. There are no real 
characters; there arc only names. 

Ellis' theme, traditional to 
social satirists, is "How We Live 
Now" or, given the anomie of his 
young people, "How We Fail to 
Live Now." His ear and eye for 
the patter and drift of his contem
poraries in the rich college ~l arc 
sharp; his surfaces arc somcumcs 
convincing. 

But he never departs from sur
face. Ellis, both here as in his 
first book, lacks the strength -
or perhaps the courage o~ desire 
- to precipitate his swirling ma
terials. 

- Richard-Eder, Los Angeles 
Times 

Different 'Ughf 
• "South Ught," by Michael 

Parfit. Collier Books. 295 pages, 
$7 .95, paperback. 

From its riveting opening pas
sage, which describes three planes 
trying to land during a whiteout 
in Antarctica, to its graccf ul and 
haunting epiloiue, Michael Par
fit's "South Light" is an enchant
ing chronicle of the year Parfit 
spent way down south. 

Parfit, who has lived in Mon
tana at times, has crafted a 
superb piece of travel writing. 
The people you meet in "South 
Light'' - the scientists and ex
plorers who are trying to under
stand Antarctica - share a gentle 
obsession with the land. It's an 
obsession shared by the first ex
plorers of this brutal yet beautiful 
land. 

Doig's new novel reaches back 
to 1889 and the emigration from 
Scotland to Montana of the fore
bears of the McCaskill family of 
Doig's "English Creek." 

of others in Gros Ventre and on Montana: "There's never rives. Doig, who isn't afraid to let 
what grows into a settlement at enough weather in Montana ex- a sentence roll on until it's had its -
Scotc~ H~aven. cept when there's too much of say, dances through the language. 

Finally, it's an obsession that 
infects Parfit as well. Reading 
"South Light," it's one that's 
easy to understand. 

Rob Barclay, whose insouci
ance and ruddy face give him "a 
stance like a lord and a hue like a 
lady," and Angus McCaskill, a 

Doig gives us strong, large, it.,, - Open this book and out pours 
wonderful doses of a younger Lucas on Montana: "Lad, at a wealth of people, language and 
Montana, long-su_ff ering charac- least Montana is the prettiest country. Once you do, plan to 
ters and the reaction of land and place in the world to work your- spend three or four days in Doig's 
people created when the two get rascal fair of early Montana. 
together. self to death, ay?" 

We missed "South Light" 
when it was first released in hard
cover. It's finally been issued in 
paperback, and it's well worth 
checking out. 

- Mike Mclnally. Missoulian 
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: : LAST : MONTHS 
POSITION : BOOK I AllTHOR : MONTH : OH CHART 

I I I 

· · · · ·; • · · · ·:oaitcing ·a..- ila·R&sca.· i:Bii i -,~;.;,-~ · · · · ·: · · · ·: · · · · ·: · · · · · · ·1· • • • • • 
2 : Rubber Legs and White Tail-Hairs : 1 2 • 2 
3 ! Rock Springs I Richard Ford : 1 
4 :A River Runs Through It I Maclean 7 
5 !Tough Trip Through Paracile I Garcia 5 
6 :Lonesome Dove I Larry McMurtry 1 
7 !This House of Sky/ Ivan Doig 1 
8 : English Creek I Ivan Dotg 3 
9 !Owning It All I Wm. Kittredge 5 5 

1 O !The Beet Queen I Louise Erdrich • 1 
1 1 : Roadside Geology of Montana I Alt.Hyndman : 2 7 
1 2 : Fools Crow I James Welch : 4 ---1 Books of regional interest I 

• Ratums to c:natt after an abMnc:8 ol c least one month 

Doig's newest 
storms the charts 
By GINNY MERRIAM 
for the M 1ssoulian 

Ivan Doi g's "Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair" has stormed onto 
our West Sellers chart . 

Not only did the book receive 
unanimous support - a vote 
from every bookstore polled 
but it did it in its first month on 

West Sellers 

the chart. It also pulled along two 
previous Doig titles, giving him 
three best-selling books at once. 
Booksellers are happy , and Doig 
and his publisher probably arc, 
too. 

"Rock Springs" made a strong 
debut on the chart, and Patrick 
McManus' "Rubber Legs and 
White Tail-Hairs" made a good 
showing or its own, receiving 
best-selling votes from every 
bookstore and moving up from 
the bouom of the list to the No. 2 
spot. "Rubber Legs" also has 
sparked sales of older McManus 
books. 

This month's big drop: "Road
side Geology of Montana," which 
has been on the chart each of the 
seven months we've done West 
Sellers. It fell from the No . 2 slot 
all the way to No. 11. One book
seller speculated that the decline 
in "Roadside Geology" was 
caused by the start of the icy-road 
season (well, it's supposed to h~ve 
started). At any rate, the tourists 
are gone, and natives apparently 
are staying home. 

Books that didn't make the 
chart included Wallace Stegner's 
"Crossing to Safety," which re
ceived rave reviews from three 

booksellers, who -said it has a 
Western flavor and is unmistaka
bly Stegner . 

Booksellers also were talking 
about "Hanging the Sheriff: A 
Biography of Henry Plummer" 
from th e University of Utah 
Press. The book offers a revisio
ni st view of the vigi lante sheriff, 
whom historian K . Ross Toole re
garded as "undoubtedly psycho
pathic ." Also mentioned this 
month was "Cadillac Desert: The 
American West and It s Disap
pearing Water," a 1986 book re
cently out in paperback from Vik
ing that's a critical hi story of 
water management in the West. 
Watch for reviews of both these 
book s soon on thi s page. 

Our Dillon bookstore reported 
interest in a book called "Madel
ine," an anonymous memoir of a 
woman "of the oldest prof es
sion," as Pat Blade of The Book
store so delicately put it. It's a 
Persea Books reproduction of a 
1919 edition that originally was. 
suppressed . The heroine visits and . 
describes Butte and Bannack (but 
practices her trade Back Easl). 

A word aboul our polling 
melhod, prompted by a reader in
quiry: we poll, by telephone, 10 
bookstores in weslern Montana -
six in Missoula and one each in 
Kalispell, Bigfork, Hamilton and 
Dillon. Booksellers, who are con
sistently helpful, list 10 or 12 of 
their top-selling books of regional 
interest - some connection, how
ever vague, to the West is suffi
cient. In our tally, each book gets 
one vote, regardless of position 
on anyone's list. In the case of 
ties, we close our eyes and put 
down a finger on a title. It's de
cidedly unscientific, as we've said 
before. 

By MICHAEL MOORE 
of the M1ssouhan 

There is, in the mostly literal 
disaster scenes wrought by San 
Francisco artist James Morris, an 
unsettling sense of connection 
with the natural world. 

Morris, whose show opens Fri
day at 7 p.m. in Missoula's 
Brunswick Gallery, brings us, 
through drawing and sculpture, to 
the threshold of nature at its most 

Preview 

carastrophic - tornado, earth
quake, flood, volcano, ridal wave 
- then makes us to come to 
terms with it. 

"A very important function of 
art is seeking that connection, to 
reawaken it in people who have 
become so insulated from their 
environment," Morris said. 

Morris's show - five charcoal 
drawings, more than a half dozen 
ceramic sculptures and a transfor
mation of the Brunswick itself 
into a sort of witness to disa~ ter 
- fulfills thal artistic goal. 

Morris, who taught one quar
ter at the University of Montana 
two years ago, has long been fas
cinated by nature unleashed; his 
arrival in the world came amidst 
massive flooding in California. 
He's seen the depch of drought, 
the trembling of earthquake, the 
panic of flash flood. 

"I guess my fascination with 
natural disasters finally caught up 
with me," he said. 

The show envelops one in dis
aster. The drawings, in particular 
cwo flood scenes and an ominous 
faceoff bet ween truck and torna
do, are haunting, almost photo
journalistic in their shades-of-gray 
rendering, yet somehow beyond 
real. 

In a calculated absence, no 
people are seen in either the draw
ings or the sculptures, forcing the 
viewer into che scene. 

"I don't want people feeling 
empathy with some particular per
son in the piece,., Morris said. 
"I'd rather have the viewer come 
up with his own reaction." 

Which is not to say that Morris 
leaves the viewer without hint as 
to his own feelings in the face of 
cataclysm. 

Along the sides of the ceramic 
sculptures - all of which are 
small enough to be held in the 
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James Morris: ~ 
aster run through 

hand - are writin ~ 
Morris' entrance in 
In streaming sente r: 
comes witness to di 
a perspective from 
fected by the dram ; 
the view comes fro . 
son, sometimes fro 
child, but alway~ t 1 

beyond the physi ca 
tumultuous realm < 

To enhance Mo: 
Brunswick's small 
transfomed into a 
lief center, com pie 
and refreshments , 
opening. 

"It's jusc a way 
little fun along wit 
said gallery directo 
wick. 

•James Mora 
for five weeks. Aft<' 
opening, the galler) 
regular hours, noo 
Tuesday through S 
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Ivan Doig: 
The Old West 
And the New 
DANCING AT THE RASCAL FAIR 
By Ivan Doig . 
Atheneum. 403 pp. $18.95 

By Richard Critchfield 

I 
VAN DOIG is a happy mixture of poet 
and historian. In just nine years he has 
produced five truly distinctive books set 
in Montana and the -Pacific Northwest, 

three of them novels. All beautifully evoke 
the American westering experience and firm
ly establish Doig as one of our finest Western 
writers. 

Look at his achievement: This House of 
'y: Landscapes of a Western Mind, pub

ued in 197 8 when he was 39, is a powerful 
memoir about his widowed, sheep-herding 
f~ther, Charles Doig, son of Scottish immi- -

Richard Critchfield is the author of ''Those 
DaY_s: An American Album" and "Villages." 
He t.s currently writing a book about Britain. 

grants, who instills in his son a deep affinity 
for language, storytelling and the raw Mon
tana landscape. 

This strong sense of the land and a grow
ing preoccupation with .time are further de
veloped in Winter Brothers (1980), inter
woven observations by Doig and excerpts 
from the 1862-90 diaries of James G. Swan, 
an obscure artist and observer of coastal In-
dian life in the Pacific Northwest. ' 

The imaginary retrieval of the past be
came central in The Sea Runnus (1982), his
first novel. Ba~ on an actual ~vent, it tells 
of the escape by four indentured Swedes 
from Russian America (1853 Alaska) to what 
is now Oregon in a stolen canoe; two die on 
the way. It is a little masterpiece of harrow
ing adventure. 

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18 

IUUSTRATION BY JOHN RYAN FOR THE WASHINGTON POST 

In English Creek (1984), the first novel in 
a projected trilogy, Doig introduces the fic
tional McCaskill family and their sprawling 
Two Medicine Country .. This is the familiar 
geography of This House of Sky, though the 
town of Dupuyer, just below the Rocky 
Mountain Front, has now become Gros 
Ventre (the locals say "Grove-on"). It is sum
mer in the 1930s and Jick McCaskill, th~ 14-
year:-0ld narrator, goes on a horseback trip 
with his forest ranger father, Varick. Some 
of the set pieces in this coming-of-age story, 
such as a Fourth of July rodeo and .a ·forest 
fire, are terrific. . 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair is the trilogy's 
second volume. Another panorama, of life . in 
Two Medicine Country, it takes place much 
earlier, 1889-1919, -Continu«I onpoge 11 
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D(lllcing at the Ras~ Fair 
ContinWd from page 1 

:<Jid its dramatic thi-ead is the . 
friendship and eventual falling out 
of two Scotsmen, Rob Barclay and 
Angus . McCaskill, Jick' s grandfa
ther. They venture from Glasgow 
by steerage, fellow villagers of Ne
thermuir, and homestead as neigh
bors in Montana, doing what they 
know, sheep-farming. At work out 
on the range, in the lambing shed 
and docking corral, over 30 years 
they prosper. Angus teaches in a· 
one-room school and, thwarted in 
his love for Anna Ramsay, another 
teacher, he marries Rob's sister, 
Adair. 

Time passes through them as 
they go from youth to middle age, 
and blizzards, the 1918 influenza 
epidemic and the raw, rugged land 
take their toll. The building of 
fences to divide the once-open 
rangeland into national forest spells 
the passing of these pioneer days. 

The book is warm· iil feeling and 
rich in texture; I found that it 
packed more emotiorial punch once 
Varick, the McCask:ills' only chik(, 
enters the story; there are strong 
0vertones of Doig's own relation-
hip with his father. Indeed, Charles 

Doig is quoted at the outset: 
"Scotchmen and coyotes· was the 
only ones that could live in the Ba
sin, and pretty damn soon the coy
otes starved out." An attraction of 
Doig' s books is how they all fit to
gether; they expand our experi
ence. 

Doig does better to convey the 
quiet feel and qetail of ordinary life 
than to crash cymbals in dramatic 
cresendo. As Chekhov said, the best 
writers are realistic and describe 
life as it is. Doig has said that he 
tries to "make the stuff up as realis
tiqilly as I can." But to describe 

BY JIM BATES 

Ivan Doig 
past life as it was is to lack the stim
ulus of immediate experience. How 
does he breathe so much life into it? 

The secret of Ivan Doig's gift, I 
think, is his sense of surfaces and 
place and his ear for dialogue; his 
people come alive when they talk. 
And they talk all the time. All but 
one of his books is written in the 

. first person. 
In the earliest, 1889, passages of 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair, his two 
Scots speak English strongly influ
enced by Biblical and Shakespear
ean cadences. By 1919, they sound 
a lot more like their fellow Amer
ican sheep-herders and ranchers. 
Doig can enter the talk of Burns
quoting Scottish immigrants or 
grim Scandinavian escapees of a 

century ago. Or the talk of modern 
cowboys at a rodeo. He changes his 
voice as he becomes for the time 
being one of them. 

Here is Angus McCaskill, noting 
infant lambs are "a majority of legs, 
long and askew as the drone pipes 
of a limp bagpipe." The same nar
rator voices Doig's creed of real
ism: "It would be heartenin~ to 
think the world is growing less 
harsh, but the evidence doesn't of
ten say so." 

Nor is Doig's gift merely literary. 
Besides his intuitions and artistry 
there is the iron of purpose of an 
ex-ranch hand who has earned his 
PhD in history. An ~nonnous re
searcher, Doig is one of those his
torians who goes froin library to 
library forever on the scent of new 
documentation. He pours over . 
faded records and newspapers, he 
reads, be hikes, he travels, he ex-
plores, and he talks to all the old 
people he can. Unusual among nov
elists, he provides an acknowledg
ments section at the back of each 
book, telling how he put it together 
and who helped him. 

In Montana and the Pacific 
Northwest, this gifted poet-histo
rian has enormous, vivid experience 
to draw upon as lie sets out to res
cue some more of our past from 
oblivion. Let us cheer him on, hop
ing the next nine years will be as 
productive as the last. • 
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DANCING AT 
THE RASCAL FAIR 
by Ivan Doig 
( Atheneum Publishers: 
$18.95; 384 pp.) 

Reviewed by Winifred Blevins 

I n his impressive new novel. 
"Dancing at the Rascal Fair." 

Ivan Doig stakes a claim to the 
mantle worn by Wallace Stegner 
for half a century. the reputation as 
our foremost recorder and inter 
preter of life in the historic high. 
dry American West. With "This 
House of Sky." "English Creek" 
and especially this book. he has 
earned it. 

In "Rascal Fair." Doig retur.ns to 
the mythical Two Medicine coun
try of "English Creek ," a creation 
based on the region of his own 
growing up. along the Rocky 
Mountain front in Montana. And 
the principal character here is 
Angus McCaskill. the grandfather 
of "English Creek's" J ick Mc-

Caskill. 
Angus is the McCaskill who 

uproots the family tree from Scot
tish soil and replants it in Montana. 
In 1889 he crosses the Atlantic with 
friend Rob Barclay. a journey by 
boat that terrifies Angus. He jour
neys on westward. drawn by the 
siren song of free land. He claims a 
homestead and ekes out a living 
raising sheep. 

Angus' life does not turn out to ij 
be the adventure the young Scot If 
was romantically looking forward 
to. the rascal fair of the title, a 
carnival of traveling musicians and 
gay Highlanders. a time for danc
ing: 

Dancing at the rascal fair, 
devils and angels all were there, 
heel and toe, pair by pair, 
dancing at the rascal. fair . 
Dancing at the rascal fair, 
moon and star, fire and air , 
choose your mate and make a pair, 
dancing at the rascal fair . 
Homestead life proves to be 

hard-physically. economically. 
especially emotionally. Angus falls 
in love with a young woman-the 
depiction of his rapture is the great 

charm of the novel-but she choses 
another. 

Angus proceeds. He raises his 
sheep. Marries a second-choice 
woman. Has one son. But he never 
stops longing for his first sweet
heart. and that passion sours his 
life. It turns his lifelong friend Rob 
into an enemy. It keeps his wife at a 
distance. Most painfully. it turns his 

son against him. 
Doig makes these losses seem not 

exceptional but the human condi
tion. and the way we cope with 
them the fabric of what we are. His 
greatest strength is exploring the 
coagulated feelings of human be
ings within the family . His charac
ters are not the morality-play 
heroes of the genre Western. but 

real people, tangled in their feel
ings, handicapped by their defi
ciencies, deeply decent. yearning 
for closeness, finding it only inter
mittently. Their melancholy dance 
of life is rendered with exquisite 
nuance. 

Blevins is a writer and critic 
living in Jackson, Wyo . 
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When Montana was 
the Great Maybe 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair 
By Ivan Doig 
Atheneum 
405 pp., $18.95 

By Carol Van Strum 
Special for USA TODAY 

Two dead horses. separated 
by 30 years and half a world, 
frame the lives and landscape 
of Ivan Doig's new novel, the 
second of his Montana trilogy. 

"Trouble never travels lone
some," remarks Jick McCamtill 
in English Creek, the ftrst ln 
the trilogy. Rascal Fair leaps a 
generation back to Jick's 
grandfather, Angus McCaskill, 
and his friend Rob, "stepping 
toward America past a 
drowned horse," on the quay at 
Greenock. Scotland, in 1889. 
Full of hope and umpoken mis
givingl, the two young men 
gamely turn from the pinched 
old bit of earth called Scotland 
to brave first the seas and then 
three decades of trouble tt> 
·gether as homesteaders in the 
northern Montana Rockies. 

. Dancing at the Rascal Fair, 
its title drawn from a bargain

, festival song is told by .~"1S in 
retr~ What ~ u a 
' simple lament for bis lost 
friend reels into a celebraUon 
of their tumultuous friendship 
~the vivid, shittiq patterns 
of the lives it joined. 

Cocky, irresistible Rob lures 
Angus to the New W9rld with 
his glib tongue and visions of 
adventure and wealth in a sil· 
ver mine called the Great May· 
be. Rob's bridge to this vision is 
his Uncle Lucas. the maimed 
but indomitable survivor of a 
mine explosion, who becomes 
their guide to the wildem~ 
and it3 often eccentric pi<>
neers. 

Uncle Lucas tactfully extri
cates Rob and Angus from 
their romantic follies and re. 
pealed ftnancial crises. shep
herding Angus through his 
loveless, oddly tender mar
riage to Rob's sister. Not even 
Uncle Lucas. however, can 
mend the resulting rift be
tween Rob and Angus; in hJs 
anger, Rob turm Angus' own 
son apinst him. Even in death, 
Uncle Lucas never gives up 
trying to reconcile the two 

By.Mnaa... 
DOIG: ·Rascal Fair' is the 
second in ms Montana trlogy. 

friends, bequeathing them joi.ot 
ownership of the sheep tbat ul
timately bring Rob to hJs death. 

More powerful even than 
Uncle Lucas in shaping the tWo 
hiends' destinies is the land
scape and climate of northern 
Montana. Here, against the 
brutal beauty of the Rockies, 
tum-of-the-century homestead
ers ftock. staking their fam
ilies' lives on a gamble with 
tloods, drough~ Ares. bliz:zards, 
winter isolation and the suid~ 
al whimges of livestock. 

The few who endure inevita
bly confront the producUve 
limits of the land itself; resis
tance to thn-se limits erupts in 
the community's dramatic re
sponse to the creation of a na
tional forest that ends unllrnit· 
ed grazjng on public land. 

"I don't know of anything 
you can just keep on using up 
and using up and using up, and 
not run out of,• the unwelcome 
new Forest Service ranger tel.ls 
bis hostile audience. "And 
that's all the Forest Service ls 
saying with this Two Medicine 
National Forest You can use it. 
but not use it up." In moving 
the reluctant community to ac· 
cept the ~r's wisdom, An
gus unwittingly shapes the fu.. 
tu re for his son. 

Such moments tolled the end 
of the American frontier. 
Doig's Rascal Fair captures the 
spirit of a people poised be
tween the buckooard and the 
Model-T, between the old and 
the new West 

Carol Van Strum is a writer 
in Tidewat.er, Ore. 
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Novel about Scotsmen 
in Montana is a rare treat 

By Noland Norgaard 

I van Doig's .. Dancing at the Ras
cal Fair" ts one of the rarest 
treats a reader may enjoy: a 

novel to be savored from word to 
word, page to page - a realistic 
tale of pioneer Scottish ranchers 
ba ttllng for survival in the north
ernmost reaches of Montana, told 
in the lyrical prose and sly idiomat
ic wit that was their heritage from 
remote Gaetic ancestors. 

The narrator is Angus McCas
kill. His opening words, "To say 
the truth, it was not how I expec
ted - stepping off to America past 
a drowned horse." It was October, 
1889, and Angus, age 19, and his bo
som pal, Robert Barclay, bad left 
their Forfareshire home and were 
embarking as steamship steerage 
passengers to seek their fortunes 
in Montana, which attained state
hood that same year. 

Angus is indeed a fictional char
acter but he rings true, as does his 
account of the ensuing 30 years in 
which he doubled as sheep rancher 
and country school teacher. H~ 
melodic words are a blend of Scot· 
tish aphorisms, witticisms of 
American rancbmen of the period, 
and choice borrowings from poet 
Robert Burns. 

Only a competent writer with 
Doig's background could have 
written this book. Son of a ranch 
hand, wttb the appropriate middle 
name of campben, he was born in 
a tiny lloatana town on tbe eastern 
edge of the Rocky Mountains. First 
a ranch worker, be then was a 
small-town newspaper editor and 
free.lance writer while earning an 
education capped by a doctoral de
gree. 

Realist that he ls, the author of· 
fers no gunfights, range wars, sa
loon brawls or other stereotypes of 
Old West fiction. His central fig-

ures, the McCaskills and Barclays, 
are cast somewhat in the pattern 
of the tragic heroes of Shakespeare 
and the old Greeks: capable of en
during all natural hardships but 
destined to suffer and even to per
ish because of their own uncontrol
led passions and obsessions. 

As for the odd title, .. Dancing at 
the Rascal Fair," it was the rol· 
licking anthem sung in Angus' na· 
tive village "when Nethermuir 
farmers and farm workers met to 
bargain out each season's wages 
and terms and put themselves 
around a drink or so in the pro
ce~." It began with: 

'"Dancing at the rascal fair 
"Devils and angels all were 

there 
"Heel and ioe. pair by pair," and 

became quite risque as the drink or 
so became many. 

Doig's earlier works have 
brought 13 awards, including a fel
lowship that enabled him to devote 
three years to research in Scotland 
and England and to study various 
American sources for an ambitious 
trilogy on early western life, of 
which this volume is the second. 
The first, ... English Creek.," was 
published in 1984. 

Wallace Stegner, a true authori
ty on early days in our West, paid 
this tribute to that first volume: 
"Doig knows this country and this 
life- from the bottoms of bis feet up
ward, and has known it, as he 
might say, ever since his legs were 
long enough to reach the ground. 
Here is the real Montana, and real 
West, through the eyes of a real 
writer." This new work deserves 
at least equal acclaim. 

Nol.and Norgaard is a former 
correspondent with The Associated 
Press both in this country and 
abroad. [] 
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D~jg .c~pt$-e~· 
"flOWof-life" : 

' I \ II 

::· ~~~g ';t. i~~ ~I rai~" is th~ ~d '~ .of 
mltti~·:-.~ter ~ Ivan ·Do1g's Montana · tnlogy, whose 

pl~Oll will ooincide with that state's ·ceniennial in 
. J."1tt ftt8t novel, "English Creek," ·wa1( set iri. the 
. ·. -.~~ Aera; the new vol um~ 'begins in)~, With 

.. ngus McCas- . . t . • 

.. · · ·. : &~'B~ immi-' BOOK REVIEW .· ·. , · 
. ii to Amenca. · . . 

1 wn · from their D..clna at jhe . . I· •• • 

· 18.nd ' by many rea-i Reseal Fa•r " · . ; · : · ~ · 
s :~ youth, 'dreams, the By~ Ivan Doig ' " , · . 1 

• 
1 

• 

·· · lit.erioue ·promises of a Atheneum 
1
' i · . ·;., .' ' 

;;,, i p $100 bill that magi· ,400 pages. $18.95' . 
1i •Ppeam each Christ· ·. . . . L · •

1 
• • • • • 

'. ~ that far . place aalfed ·Montana ~ .the ooys 
, ~ ;<>n ·a . voyage that ends in Gros . Ventre ''. and 

·a · tale o( 30 years' stnaggles and pleasures.· 
iiiillll'.!T·t te. 1 s~eep' ·and size and, sh~· seeming endlessne&s 
imXi:Ell,IA

1 ITWo Medicine eountey "thrill ' Angus, Doig's 
tor. Over the years, Rob emerges as more self • 

. ~: Land is a bouhdless gift .for his profit~ 
~ · .. ..on isn't an i~ue .until RoosevE!lt's newl>:- . 

• tll!id national forests cause grazing quota& · · . . , · 
·: 1 .. ~h 'men m~: ·Rob, .quicld~, aJ:id yearii -~; . 

... 11e,1!1..., to Rob's Slster~ Adair, as a "18,Jte-~o ~lu~1ot) · 
· · ~-~he ' low 1of. .hiS )ife, ~na, ~.Y~" ~oo&ea'-: 

.. ' r , man. ~gus .pil)e8 ,~ for Anna ~ugti~~ tta,~ i' 

·~Qe .19 the 1story's cen• - the .boOk's ~I~ ."1<1. ~y·· 1 
·~ .· also1centerecl on himself and his lost fove< > J; .;·: 

. ~~~· of .~ con~nUing love, , ~, ;.n.ted,d~ 'jp · 
· .. ' ,niarriage; · protes~g Angus' co0lh~ · to AClair;·. 
1 Adair simply makes do. She dreams "of a "Visit" to 
Saitland, becaUBe "There is 80 much .of this country. 
P.eople .keep having to stretch. themselwa out of.ahape 
trying to cope with 80 much." 

u':t!!BOtf:t the land and i!-8 ~guag~ are Doig's tt;rritor~. 
T.f!1Ji. :t~84 Sea~tle Reyiew. mu:me~,. he. spo~e ·of !Us 

.ia~ for the tnlogy. "My interest as in Wllng ·working 
;~gu&p of the llrea," he said, and for , "~orking~ poople 
. in~. hthe Ainerican West." The "richnesa" of "native 
.~tailese" colors the st.Ory brightly. ' ·' · . · · 
:, · ~ .. . :Vet et times, Doig's "carving" to get the "poetry 
\jHij~~- proBe". i8 evident: heavy alliterat,ion ("leyered 
,¥quijl to their · , lips"), nouns turned into verbs 
;QiJ,l~~ed," "barning," "procetllio~'!g'~)~ · Doig's. desire 
Ati~'~nte fo! the ear" wo~ when tt 181l't so gl~~g. In 
-.\1\jf ;,, fall's . Seattle Review, another accomplished ' 

1 Mont.anf stylist, Norman· Maclean, ~howed smular 
rffJP~ · for hard l~ns: ·• ~acing, unCl~tement, 
actton undelayed by expbcat10n. He warns agamst ~ 

,~~tipg a reader "suspect" you're "writing pretty." · 
· ,-1;,1 "Dancing at the Rascal ~air" is built on diligent 
.. ~~ a -strong and unprecbctable story', and .a grand 
~W,~ of characters. The pace is more assured than that · 
~ •f)., , ~·English Cree~,", _b~t rea~ers may stilr "fast · 
forward" where the wnter's_love of land ~d language : 

,,qy,:rpowered decision& to edit. .. · : ~ · 1 . • . ~ • 

~ i ,.. Doig's fiction improves . with ~ novel; . he 
:~tures "the flow of life," even if he's ·sornetimeil 
;i\YI'1ctant to leave the detail-oriented nature of thoee 

-
\J 

other genres behind. 

· $eattle writer rrene Wanner'& '.story ' collect~on,, · , 
' 'Sailing to Corinth.'' will be published' next year; 

I 
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1 
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Doig novel gives a sense of place, and love 
Ivan Doig bounces back with his 

new novel about turn-of-the-cen
tury Montana. Dancing at the Ras
cal Fair takes us back two gen
erations in the McCaskill family. 
Readers of Doig's earlier English 
Creek (a book I liked much less 
than Rascal Fair) will recall that 
in that book we followed young 
Jick McCaskill during his l4th 
summer in the high mountain 
country where Doig himself grew 
up. In Rascal Fair we flash back to 
Jick's grandfather Angus, the first 
of the clan to come to America 
from Scotland. 

Instead of one summer's lei
surely boyhood preambulations, in 
the new book we live through 20 
exciting, excruciating years. 
Angus McCaskill leaves his impo
verished Scottish town, travels 
across the Atlantic and across 
North America to Montana, where 
he builds a new life raising sheep 
in the beautiful but harsh Big Sky 
country. The two very different 
McCaskill books have that one key 
ingredient in common: The Mon
tana setting. Doig knows his own 
country and its weather and knows 
how to make us feel what they are 
like. I don't know that country at 
all ; I've never been there. But 
through Doig's descriptions I feel I 
have. 

Doig is in an honorable Ameri
can tradition in picking a geogra
phical place in which to build a se
ries of historical novels. Among 

Thomas 
O'Connell 

others, James Fenimore Cooper, 
William Faulkner, and Conrad 
Aiken have told multi-volume 
stories -set n memorable places. 
Doig's Montana stories remind me 
most of Hervey Allen's series of 
novels about the first settlers in 
the southwestern Pennsylvania 
area. True, Allen's books were set 
much earlier in American history 
than Doig 's and they centered on 
one key protagonist (with the won
derful name of Salathiel Albine) 
rather than on a family. But, like 
Doig, Allen captured the flavor of 
an actual place through changing 
times. 

In Allen's case it was specifical
ly the confluence of the Mongahela 
and Allegheny Rivers that forms 
the Ohio, during the earliest days 
of European colonization. He then 
traced the development of Ameri
can civilization through decades of 
hard times. As with Doig's Mon
tana , I identify with Allen 's Pitts-

burgh and know its history in my 
bones . That's what a masterful se
ries of historical novels can do. 

Like so many 19th century ·ocean 
voyagers, as well as professional 
sailors, Angus McCaskill never 
learned how to swim. Dancing at 
the Rascal Fair might have ended 
differently if he had. Also Angus' 
terror in the ship's hold during his 
long voyage across the Atlantic 
would have been much less. It has 
always amazed me that so little 
attention was paid to teaching 
people how to swim previous to our 
own times. Think of all that ocean 
travel by sailors who drowned if 
they happened to fall overboard! 
Angus sees to it that his own son 
learns to swim, but even then he is 
unable to force himself to learn. 

THE MOST affecting thing in 
Rascal Fair is , surprisingly 
enough, a romance. In Doig 's pre
vious books we haven't seen much 
of love affairs. The House of Sky 
and Winter Brothers were autobio
graphical and affairs of the heart 
were played down. Jick McCaskill 
in English Creek is too young to 
have a real romance. The Sea 
Runners, Doig's only other novel, 
is about four men ; no women ap
pear. So it is a delight to find Doig 
handling an achingly tender ro
mance with such sensitivity. I 
don 't want to spoil it for you, so 
suffice it to say I can't get it out of 
my mind : it haunts me. 

In contrast to the romance, 
which is played up, Doig plays 
down the sheer drudgery of the life 
of his characters. They accept 
brutally difficult, unremitting 
work as part of life. Hard labor is 
simply omnipresent. Those who 
aren't strong enough to do the 
work leave for a marginally easier 
life elsewhere. 

Some, like Angus' wife and his 
best friend, Rob Barclay, are beat
en down by it. But Angus plugs 
along; he doesn't complain that 
life is mostly hard work literally 
from dawn to dusk every day of 
the week. His life goes on in spite 
of it, or, perhaps more accurately, 
it goes on at the interstices of the 
tough chores he must always get 
back to. 

As I read of Angus' unremitting 
labors , I found myself thinking 
what an enormous debt his de
scendents , like young J ick in En
glish Creek, owe to him. Oh! The 
guts and fortitude of all of those 
forbears who got on those boats to 
come to America and then with 
agonizing labor built new lives! I 
hearby thank my own counter
parts of Angus McCaskill who 
came a bit earlier from Ireland's 
County Cork and County Tip
perary. I hope you all get The 
Journal-American up there where 
you are now and can read my 
words of gratitude! 

O'Connell teaches Spanish at 
Bellevue Community College. 
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Doig's newest novel deserves attention 
NORTHWEST BOOK NOOK 
BY ANN SALING 
FREE-LANCE WRITER 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair, by 
Ivan Doig. Atheneum, New 
York, 1987. 405 pp. Hardback, 
$18.95. 

"'(. ou can, if you prefer, read 
this fifth and newest novel by 
Seattle author I van Doig solely 
for the plot action, the conflict: 
human against human (quar
rels, rivalry, fist fight, jilting)~ 
and humans against nature 
(drought, blizzard, forest fire, 
flu epidemic). Ther e are sheep 
shearing and bronc busting 
competitions, alienation of best 
friends, and of father and son. 
Each event is described with 
the meticulous "you are there,, 
detail typical of Doig's previous 
four books. (English Creek, an 
earlier, award-winning book, is 
a sequel to this one in the 
trilogy Doig is writing; its main 
character is the grandson of 
this book's narrator.) 

Doig, who knows the Rocky 
Mountain area of Northern 
Montana from his childhood 
days and who has been "listen
ing to Montanans" for over 40 

years, re-creates that physical 
world with stunning realism. 
Through all the senses, he 
makes us· feel the rhythm of its 
seasons and even times of day: 
"The mountains were washed a 
lovely clean blue and gray in 
the first sunlight. The peaks 
and · their snow stood so clear I 
felt I could reach out and run a 
finger along that chill rough 
edge." 

The characters who interact 
with the land are fictional but 
convincingly involved in real
life events: World W a'r I, the 
influenza epideinic of 1918, the 
coming of railroad, telephone, 
model T. Doig's sprightly 
dialogue keeps reader interest 
high throughout, giving the feel 
of a Scottish accent without 
complicating the spelling. The 
driver who brings the two boys 
into the rugged country com
ments on it: "Kind of slaunch
wise country, ain't she?" 

Doig tells the story of two 
young Scots, Angus McCaskill 
and Rob Barclay who at 19 
leave their small town in 
Scotland and travel to America. 
There they claim homestead 
land in Montana's Two Medi-
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cine country. "Free but not 
~ostless. Not nearly.'-' They pay 
m hard labor and heartbreak. 
. Angus and Rob are different 
m n~ture; Rob stubbornly self
c~nf1dent, willing to impose his 
w1~l o.n the land by overgrazing, 
bmldmg a reservoir instead of · 
~sing the creek; Angus, more 
mtrospective, more in tu·ne 
with the land. The highly 
dramatic ending, which echoes· 
the beginning, is a shocker. 

If you prefer, however, to 
read on a deeper le"\lel, where 
conflict. is psychological, people 
strugglmg to fathom the un
knowable in other humans 
("those stormy countries of the 
mind"), Doig rewards you with 
richly complex characters who 
are not only fully realized 
humans but sometimes symbols 
~lso. Recurring motifs of danc
mg, music and rhythm stem 
from and enrich plot and 
characters. Watch for them. 
The title: alerts you to their 
importance. When Angus com
men.ts "That rascal life," you 
reahze that the often-mention
ed rascal fair in Scotland with 
its dancing and job-hunting is 
symbolic of life itself, a central 
motif of the novel. School
house dances, the love of 
Angus's wife Adair for dancing 
A~~us's ,?ro~ment about sheep: 
ra1smg: fh1s I know the tune 
of," his thoughtful comment on 
dancing ahead into time: "Say it 
better, the ftiture is our blind
fold dance .... " 

The most intriguing symbol 
of all is the beautiful school
mistress Anna, with whom 
Angus falls recklessly in love. 
She comes alive as a real 
woman, with a voice "as rich as 
a field of buttercups," but the 
similarities between his obses
sive love for her, even after she 
~arries someone else, and his 
lifelong love for Montana are 
indications that she stands .for 
s?mething far more·' powerful 

'an man-woman love. Even 

her name~ is derived from 
Montana. 

Both the Two Medicine 
~ountry and the woman prom
ise and promise, hold out hope 
for future happiness, seduce 
Angus with "honeyed weeks" 
but always let him down. His 
feeling, both for the country 
and for ~he woman, "burned 
like a sun in me;" they were 
"the rhythm in my life I could 
do nothing about." 

Angus is so love-smitten he 
could easily allow his wife 
Adair, who doesri't like Mon
t~rna, to return to Scotland 
without him; he would quickly 
.leave her if only Anna were 
free. Muc~ of the :

1 

CR,!lf!i~,t ! n . 
between him and Rob s1~,iu,-\#tt 
from this obsession with

1 

Anna. 
Near the end of the novel, his 
son's choice of a wife reenforces 
that symbolism. 

The book is lavishly studded 
with the original phrases that 
make Doig's books so outstand
ing. Angus wishes "I knew how 
to snipper Barclay stubborn
ness into five-foot chunks to sell 
as crowbars." Rob has Hhands 
qukk enough to shoe a un~ 
corn." One of Anna's ·students 

. is "only barely bright enough to 
sneeze." The national forest 
ranger, who comes to limit 
grazing that was once un
restricted, has Uthe · look of a 
man with a lot of befores in his 
life." ,, A letter from Scotland 
inforM'JRob of the death of his 
father'bears "as much sadness 
as paper can absorb." Rob and 
Adair's Uncle · Lucas -reactsto a 
remark with a face that "could 
have taught stoniness to a 
rock." Lucas, who is one of the 
novel's most memorable char
acters, has been maimed by his 
work in Montana but still he 
loves that coun-try, _as Angus 
loves it, and Anna, even after 
his psychological "maiming." · 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair is 
a major U.S. novel by one Of 
this country's most talented 
writers of fiction. - The n'ovel 
richly rewards those who '. care 
enough about qualit-y writing to 
ream out all the juice 

• . .. ~ ~ • • • . • • • l • . • • : , -
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The world. we arc told. was made espe 
cially for man-a prcsump<ion no< supponed 
by the facts . A numerous class of men are 
painfully astonished whenever they find any
thing, living or dead, i,n all God 's uni verse. 
which they cannot eat or render in some wao; 
what they call useful to t'.lemselves . They 
have precise dogmatic in!1ght of the inten 

tions of the Creator. and it is hardly possible 

to be guilty of irreverence in speaking of their 

God any more than of heathen idols. 

It should be noted that this intemperate 

outburst follows Muir's recital of some of 

man's worst atrocities : ex.termination of 
the passenger pigeon; mass slaughter 
of California's wild robins and larks to 
satisfy gourmet appetites from San Fran

cisco to New York; and the upsetting of 
nature's balance by settlers who waged in
discriminate wars on jackrabbits. squir

rels, eagles, bears, coyotes and any other 

species that seemed to threaten them . 

Readers of this fascinating little vol
ume must go back to Coleridge's " The 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner" for John 
Muir's basic text: "He prayeth well who 
loveth well I Both man and bird and 

beast." -NOLAND NORGAARD 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair by Ivan Doig 
(Atheneum, $18. 95). 

Ivan Doig's Dancing at the Rascal Fair is 

one of the rarest treats a reader may en
joy: a novel to be savored from word to 
word, page to page. It's a realistic tale 

of pioneer Scottish ranchers battling for 
survival in the northernmost reaches of 

Montana. told in the lyrical prose laced 
with sly idiomatic wit that was their heri
tage from remote Gaelic ancestors. 

The narrator is Angus McCaskill. and 
his opening words are: "To say the truth . 
it was not how I expected-stepping off 
to America past a drowned horse." It is 

October 1889. Angus, age 19, and his pal 
Robert Barclay have left their Forfashire 
home and are embarkjng as steamship 
passengers, steerage class, to seek their 
fortunes in Montana, which attained 

statehood the same year. 
Angus is indeed a fictional character, 

but he rings true-as does his account of 
the ensuing 30 years in which he doubled 
as sheep rancher and country school
teacher. His melodic words are a blend of 
Scottish aphorisms, witticisms of Ameri-
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can ranchmen of the period and -.: ho1ce 
borrowings from the poet Robert Bums. 

Only a writer with Doig's background 
could have written this book . He was born 

1n a tiny Montana to~n on the eastern 
edge of the Rocky Mountains-not far 
fro m the imaginary " Scottish Heaven" 
locale of his story-the son of a ranch 
hand with the appropriate middle name of 
Campbell. He too was first a ranch hand. 
then a small-town newspaper editor and 

~ free-lance writer while earning his uni
ver-;ity degrees . 

Realist that he is. Doig offers no gun
fights. range wars. sa l• '"n '- rawl s or other 
hackneyed stereot) ; !ction's OlJ 
West. His central fig ·_ · McCask.ills 
and Barclays. are c::i ~what in the 
pattern of classic tr:i _: roes : capable 
of withstanding dire e.'-iernal hazards but 
destined to suffer. even perish. because of 
their own uncontrolled passions. 

Doig ·s early works accumulated 13 
awards, among them a fellowship that 
enabled him to devote three years to re
search in Scotland and England and to 
study various American sources for an 
ambitious trilogy of which this volume is 
the second. Of the first, English Creek 
(1984). Wallace Stegner. an authority on 
pioneer life in the American West. com
ments: "Doig knows this country and this 
life from the bottoms of his feet upward. 
and has known it, as he might say, ever 
since his legs were long enough to reach 
the ground. Here is the real West. through 
the eyes of a real writer." 

This new work deserves equal acclaim . 
As for its title. "Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair" is the rollicking anthem sung in 
Angus McCaskill's native village when 
Scots "farmers and farrn workers met to 
bargain out each season's wages and 
terms and put themselves around a drink 
or two in the process." The lyrics become 
more risque as the drinks exceed two and 
become many. Cheers! 

-N.N. 

With or Without by Charles Dickinson 
(Knopf, Sl.5.95). 

As a novelist, Charles Dickinson received 
critical kudos for his recent book Crows . 
In With or Without, Dickinson offers hi s 
readers short stories with an interesting!: 
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Love in the Back 40 
DANCING AT THE 
RASCAL FAIR 
By Ivan Doig. 
405 pp. New York : 
Atheneum. 
$18.95. 

By Lee K. Abbott 

I 
N 1956, in the South Atlantic 
Quarterly, Eudora Welty 
published an essay which 
argued that place, that 

crossroads of time and charac-
ter, was "one of the lesser angels 
that watch over the racing hand 
of fiction." Clearly, it is a conclu
sion that, in spirit, Ivan Doig has 
attended to scrupulously. In his 
third novel, "Dancing at the Ras
cal Fair," which brings to life the 
ancestors of the people he 
created for his popular "English 
Creek," little is more important 
to the lives we watch and the 
turn-0f-the-century times we ob
serve than that "angel" that is 
Montana - a place that "sets its 
own terms and tells you, do them 
or else." 

This book relates the adven
tures of two 19-year-0lds, Robert 
Burns Barclay and Angus Alex
ander McCaskill, who emigrate 
from Scotland in 1889 to the Two 
Medicine country, a fictional re
gion along the Rocky Mountains 
near Dupuyer, "Eden's best 
neighborhood." They are, our 
narrator McCaskill informs us, 
"green as the cheese of the moon 
and trying our double damnedest 
not to show it.'' 

Armed with the energy and the 
cheerful spirit of their seemingly 
permanent friendship, as well as 
with strong backs and Angus's 
inexhaustible supply of quota
tions from Robert Burns, our 
heroes confront a land nothing in 
their experience as a wheel
wright and a wheelworks clerk 
has prepared them for: a "radi
cal mood of terrain ... the climb 
of the continent to its divide, 
higher, greater, more sudden 
than seemed possible; like a run
ning leap of the land!' It is a 
place of great hardship - from 
the coyotes, bears and wolves 
that threaten the sheep they 
raise, to a nature of drought, 
flood, blizzard, fire and .disease. 
It is a place, Augus reminds us, 
where a pilgrim's true tools are 
not hammer, pick and shovel, but 
"hope, muscle and time." 

• • • 
Against this masterfully 

evoked backdrop, Mr. Doig ad
dresses his real subject: love be-

Lee K. Abbott, whose latest 
book is "Strangers in Paradise," 
a collection of stories, teaches 
English at Case Western Re
serve University. 

tween friends, between the 
sexes, between the generations 
- "the intricate come and go 
that weaves us and those around 
us." Like the landscape itself, 
love is by turns breathtaking and 
daunting, irksome and joyful, a 
"part of life that did not care 
about human details, it existed 
on its own terms." 

Mr. Doig is at his best when he 
turns from the lay of the land to 
that of the heart. Consider, for 
example, this moment when 
Angus, estranged from his son 
and from his pal, finds himself 
mourning the death of his true 
love while still married to a good 
woman whose love he cannot re
turn: "Again my life was not 
under my own control, now that 
everyone I had tried to stretch 
myself toward had yanked away 
from me. I felt so alone on the 
homestead that if I had shouted, 
I would have made no echo. 
When I tried to occupy myself 
with tasks and chores, even time 
was askew. Hours refused to 
budge, yet days went to no good 
use." 

Unhappily, however, for those 
not charmed by the transforma
tion of history alone, this re
mains a story whose life, from its 
plot to its sentiment, is achingly 
familiar - a kind of back-40 "Big 
Valley," in which we discover the 
usual melodrama of suffering 
and triumph, fellowship and ri
valry, loss and gain, a place in 
which "the pattern of ourselves" 
is sometimes arrived at by the 
clunky device of coincidence. It 
must also be noted that there are 
several developments - whom 
Angus's son Varick will marry, 
for instance - that, while a sur
prise to our narrator, are to us as 
predictable as snow in winter. 

F
UNDAMENTALY, Mr. 
Doig is a writer we read 
less for anything new 
that he expresses than 

for his new and stylish expres
sion; though it serves the conven
tional wisdom, his is a prose as 
tight as new thread and as spe
cial as hand-made candy. Here, 
for example, is Angus at 40: "But 
we never do dance ahead into 
time; every minute is a tune-step 
of ours to the past. Say it better, 
the future is our blindfold dance, 
and a dance unseen is the strang
est dance of· all, thousands of 
guesses at once." A head is "the 
attic atop our shoulders," a si
lence is "deep as a corner of eter
nity," and watching a fellow 
Scotsman on the dance floor is 
"like hearing a giggle out of 
God." 

Though its hindsight is not in
sight, "Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair" races with real vigor and 
wit aftd passiou - three other 
lesser angels Mr. Doig is blessed 
to have in his native Montana 
heaven. CJ 
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GARDENING I Ann Lovejoy 

Earthy 
delights 

A 8ouqu.t OJI Gerden WrltlnC 
edited by Ursula Buchan 

David Godine, $25 

T
HERE AJlE QUTJ'E A FEW OFFEJUNOS OF EX

tracts from great gardeners on the mar
ket these days. Some of them mere mish
mashes, snippets titled "the best of ... " 
and often unrelated in any meaningful 

way. A Bouquet of Garden Writing is the most 
intelligent collection I have yet seen, hand
somely produced and with appropriate illus
trations (including 20 color plates). The first 
chaptrrs are devoted to succinct and accurate 
hiogrnphies for each of the five "mac;ters" 
chosen: Gertrude Jekyll (rhymes with "trea
cle''), Vita Sackville-West, E.A. Bowles, Wil
liam Robinson, and Reginald Farrer (who was 
one of the greatest of the plant hunters). All 
were exceptional plantsmen and fine writers 
(though only Sackville-West had the true com
mon touch), and all arc charmingly and effec
tively represented here. 

Further chapters compare the experiences, 
the great loves, the intense dislikes, the pet 
theories, and sometimes radical practices of 
the Big Five on a number of topics: garden 
design, the use of herbaceous plants, water 
gardening, scented plants, plant hunting, and 

so forth. The contrasting and decided opin
ions of these people make delightful reading, 
some of it hilarious, all of it fascinating. 

The use of lonaer pusages from each writer 
allows each to create his or her own special 
atmosphere for the auder, and this is perhaps 
the happiest aspect of the book. Robinson, 
the Grand Old Man of modem gardening. dis
cusses bedding plants (in somewhat violent 
terms), ground covers, and trees in the garden. 
The gentle Bowles, a keen gardener with a 
famous eye for fine plant forms, gives us lov
ing, golden glimpses of his fabled garden. 
Sackville-\\at on her favorite plants is ir
resistible, her delight in them infectiously 
stimulating. Jekyll is seen at her determined 
best, planting cardiocrinums or selecting prim
roses, arums, and junipers from the nearby 
woods. The famed portrait of Jekyll's boots 
by Sir William Nicholson (included in these 
pages) demonstrates that she was far from just 
the foreman of her garden staff. Her stout 
garden boots, clumped with stiff clay, remind 
us of that old Kentish saying, "The best muck 
is the farmer's boot." The fiery lfilrer is biting
ly scornful of detested .. miffs and mimps" 
(any plants that didn't perform up to his stan
dards), yet praises his chosen to the skies in 
astonishingly powerful language. 

For many modern readers, these pcople
always excepting Vita Sackerville-West-are 
known by repute and reference only. The 
leisurely Edwardian writing style can be off
putting, impenetrable, or even maddening. 
The selections here capture the essential gar
dener in each of these writers, and will hope
r ulty spark enough interest to encourage fur
ther reading of their works. This bouquet will 
make a good holiday gift for gardeners ready 

, 
to ctpand their horizons, and eager to learn 
more about the innuences which created gar· 
dening as we practice it today. o 

FICTION I Bart Becker 

Ivan Doig, 
part two 

.,..~ ................ 
byl~Ool· 

.Atheneum, $18.95 

T
HE SECOND Of !BAlTLE NOVEUST OOIO'S 

projected Montana trilogy, which began 
with English Creek, is about Angus Mc
Caskill, who emigrates from Scotland 
in the late 1800s and becomes a sheep 

farmer. The beautiful, natural spaciousness of 
the mountains and meadows is contrasted with 
the claustrophobic social pinch of the small 
farming community. McCaskill's life is beset 
on both fronts: his sheep are subject to the 
vagaries of natural catastrophe (droughts, bliz
zards) and he carries a lifelong torch for a 
lover of his youth who marries another in the 
little town. Doig is a clean and careful writer 
so. .though some readers may find that it is 
possible to learn too much about sheep ranch
ing, the book is crafted with a tint of Old 
World idiom that only occasionally seems 
quaint. 

On the other hand, Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair is rather a technical wriring c.'ercise when 

~ tU~ µ-rlt-1? 
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NEW DOIG: OCCASIONALLY ~INT. 

compared to the irrefulable force of Ooia's 
stunning first novel, This House of Sky, also 
set in Montana. That was a provocative and 
emotional work about little lives, big country, 
love, death, blood, survival, and family. E~
thing important distilled to a few seemingly 
unremarkable charat.."lers, remarked upon by 
Doig in powerful prose. Dancing al Ille Rascal 
Fair is much more self-conscious and, though 
longer, lesser. • 

.. 
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Ivan Doig constructs an authentic mythology of the West 
Montana-born author . -
shuns shooto-em-ups 
By ClayJon Fox 
Special to The Olympian 

Ivan Doig grew up impatient with the published 
myths of the American West. He was raised (Western 
kids are not reared, but raised, like colts and lambs} 
in Montana · range country. Stern, silent men did not 
ride into town to shoot- it out at high noon, and argu
ments between sheepmen and cattlemen were largely 
confined to how much U.S. Forest Service grass each 
could wangle for himself .. 

The written myths of the West, from Owen 
Wister's "The Virginiann to Louis L' Amour's Sack
ett novels, were concentrated on the conflict between 
man and man, with the landscape just a colorful 
backdrop to these struggles. The other conflicts, be
tween man and environment and man against himself, 
played minor roles. 

Doig, young in the beautiful but terrible country 
southeast of Glacier National Park, felt that the ef
fect of geography and history were not sufficcntly 
recognized by Western writers. The West he saw was 
not the one he 'found in books. , 

After graduation from high school, Doig "went 
East" to Medill School of Journalism at Northwest
ern University. A stint followed as an editorial writer 
for a chain of newspapers in Illinois. Besides, there 
was a woman named Carol in Chicago. To someone 
to whom the eastern ramparts of the Rockies had 
been a daily sight, the Midwest's flat cornfields were 
not inspiring. In a short time Ivan and Carol Doig 
came west to Seattle. 

"We moved to Seattle largely because of the geog
raphy; the mildness of the climate, the nearness of 
water, the greenness ... , " Doig said during a recent 

Ivan Doig 

visit to Olympia to read 
his works at South Puget 
Sound Community Col
lege and to sign books at 
The Fireside Bookstore. 

"It seems to me 
there's a new kind of el
oquence that is not just 
an eloquence of the 
West, but an eloquence 
of the edge of the 
world.'' 

He set out to capture 
this eloquence. It was 
while he was working 
for his doctoral degree 
in history at the U niver
sity of Washington that 

Doig wrote"This House of Sky," a memoir of his 
Montana boyhood. A Seattle friend who was looking 
for something to do while she awaited the birth of her 
baby undertook to sell the book for him. The 13th 
publisher who looked at the 25,000-word excerpt and 
proposal decided to publish it. 

"It was the first and only book she ever .agented," 
Doig said. "She-has other children." 

The publisher acclaimed "This House of Sky" as 
"the landscape of the Western mind." Among the 
awards it won was a Governor's Writers' Day award. · 

Doig followed this with "Winter Brothers," his 
study of Washington pioneer James Swan. It was an 
unusual interplay of a year in Doig's life with excerpts 
from Swan's 2.5 million-word history of his days at 

Port Townsend, Neah Bay and the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. 

"Winter Brothers" was followed by "The Sea 
Runners," a story of four early-day Russians who 
escaped jail and made a daring canoe voyage down 
the Pacific Northwest coast. 

For the past six years Doig has been working on a 
trilogy about Montana settlers. "English Creek" is 
closely related to "This House of Sky," although set 
a generation earlier. Oddly, it is the second book of 
the trilogy, though written first. The time is 1939, the 
hero 15-year-old Jick McCaskill. 

Doig's current book, "Dancing at the Rascal Fair" 
(Atheneum; 405 pages; $18.95) is the first book of the 
trilogy, and Doig is encouraging readers to read it 
first. "Rascal Fair" concerns Jick's grandparents, im
migrants from Scotland and Denmark who home
stead beautiful, harsh Montana. 

The stubbornness that enabled these women and 
men to survive and protect their homes and sheep 
from blizzards, forest fires, hailstorms, coyotes, eter
nal wind, blistering sun and loneliness is the same 
stubbornness that amounts to character flaw. 

Angus McCaskill will not, cannot, forget his first 
love, even though he has married a wonderful wife of 
his owri and his first love firmly turned him down to 
marry someone else. And Rob Barclay, · who emigrat
ed from Scotland with him and has shared all his 
hardships, cannot forgive Angus's obsession. 

It's a tricky business, writing what essentially is a 
Greek tragedy played by Montana sheepherders: 
What is hubris in a Greek tyrant can be simple hard
headedness in a Montana rancher. 

Doig brings it off, though. He does it by scrupu
lous attention to detail and the use of poetical speech 
of Scots ancestors and lonely ranchers which run 

through his books like hidden music. He even writes 
his own "Robbie Burns" poems that have readers 
puzzling over which is Burns and which is Doig. 

And the fact that his books venture close to dassi
cal tragedy does not prevent them from being very 
funny in spots. The adventures of Jick McCaskill 
with the balky pack horse in "English Creek" and 
Angus McCaskill's method of dealing with outhouse
tipping schoolboys in ' 'Rascal Fair" rank right along 
with Mark Twain. 

Critic George Roche has written: "The one thing 
we cannot say about myths is that they are not true. 
Myths are men's stories, a common heritage of all 
peoples. They have always been - until the rise of 
the anti-hero - a reflection of something very deep 
in our nature, and a common source in symbolic lan
guage of the transcendant truths that bind us in 
human society.'' 

To which Hillaire Belloc might add: "To write a 
truthful history one must know the towns, the coun
try houses, the landscape, the whole physical setting; 
one must talk to the old men and women, besides 
reading other people's books; one must peer imagina
tively behind the veil of yesteryear.'' 

Doig puts it more succinctly: "I try to show that 
historical events have consequences." 

At 48, he is happy he can make a living writing. He 
searches for authentic history and authentic language 
to construct his own true mythology of the West. 

Short, energetic, with giayed-rusty hair ~~d b~:.~d , 
he suffers from the occupational disease of writers 
who must read much: eyestrain. 

And when he was in Olympia, he gave the one 
unfailing sign of the successful writer: The seat of his 
corduroy pants was well .worn from constant applica
tion to the writer's chair . 
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This is 
the way 
we are 

Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair 

By Ivan Doig 
Fiction 

Athcncum. $18.95 

R E: Vl l: ~ l:D BY 

JEFF Gt 'IY\' 

After reading his latest novel. I've 
decided I would like to be Ivan Doig's 
best friend . Doig's ability to capture in 
print the many conflict ing emotions. 
phobias and dreams of all human be
ings is so rare that he has to be a verv 
special person himself. · 

Dancing At The Rascal Fair is 
Doig's third novel. and the second of a 
trilogy set in northwestern Montana. As 
readers of Doig 's wonderful semi-auto
biography This House of Sk\ will re
call , this is the author's old ·stomping 
ground. His new book communicates 
his love for the regjon 's mountains. 
plains and rivers through the eves and 
experiences of Angus McCaskill. Angus 
and inseparable friend Rob Barclav 
emigrate to Montana from Scotland i ~ 
1889. two 19-year-olds hungry for the 
pioneer lives thev believe thev can find 
in the American· wilderness. · 

W hat they find. of course. is noth
. . ing like they expected. An ago

n1Z1ng boat trip across the Atlantic and 
the mazes of turn-of-the-centurv New 
York are skjlJfully delineated b~1 Doig 
before Angus and Rob eventuallv find 
themselves in Helena. What thev don ·r 
find is Rob's uncle Lucas. an · earlier 
traveler to Montana whom the bovs 
expected to help settle them in to th~ir 
new li ves. 

From there. Doig offers a 30-vear 
look at Angus' life in the new ~orld . 
introducing character after character 
that could each be the book's focu s: the 
eventually found Lucas Barcl:.t\. a 
stump-armed survivor determined to 
help Angus and Rob succeed as ranch-
ers: Anna Ramsc). the love of Angu~ · 
iife who return~ his afTection just 
enough to torment him: Adair. Rob's 
stubborn sister. who follows her 
brother to Montana and a Ii f e where she 
must settle for far less than she wants or -- 
deserves. 

The amazing thing about these char
acters is that, as they are introduced bv 
Doig, each immediatelv seems famii
iar. It's impossible to read Dancing at 
th~ Rascal Fair without many pauses to 
thmk that this is what people act like. 
this is how most of us think and hope 
and make our mistakes. 

A ny pa~e contains concise. beauti
ful wntmg. The ground. to Doig 

and his characters. is earthskin. A sta
gecoach d1iver, wanting to know the 
availability of women in Helena. asks 
for "the calico condition ... 

It appears to be Doi g's belief that life 
ma~ be limited. but emotions are time
less. None of his characters leads per
fect Ii ves: their quirks and bad qualities 
receive equal attention with better at
tributes. But there's no bitterness in this 
story. The only message is that we all try 
our best. usually with mjxed results. · 

But there's nothing mixed about the 
quality oJ Doig's writing or its latest 
testimony. This is a beautiful piece of 
work. and I'd give a lot to say so in 
person to its author. 

Jeff Guinn is a Star-Telegram co
lumnist. 

han Doifz JIM BATES 
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DANCING AT THE RASCAL FAIR 
By Ivan Doig 
Atheneum. 406 pp. $18.95. 

By Frank Zoretlch 

Ivan Doig, a Seattle writer and historian, spent 
much of his boyhood herding sheep in that part of 
the wild and woolly West known as Montana. "Life 
m: · ~~d a major step in efficiency by putting fleece 
o~ sheep instead of directly onto us," he writes, 
near the middle of Dancing st the Rascal Fair. 
Luckily for Doig, and for us, life's inefficiencies 
give the warmest colors to the story he knits. 

· Nothing is easy for the characters inhabiting this 
book, nor do they ever expect it to be. Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair opens in 1889 with a drowning horse 
and closes in 1919 with another drowning horse. In 
between, protagonist Angus McCaskill sails from 
Scotland to America, homesteads a patch of Mon
tana land at the foot of the Rockies, falls in love, 
marries, raises a son and battles blizzard, drought, 
Scotch stubbornness and the sheer stupidity of 
sheep. 

Although this book is volume one of a projected 
tr · "Y, Doig wrote it after completing volume two, 
JL_.ish Creek, published in 1984, in which McCas
kill's teen-age grandson, Jick, plays the leading role. 

Doig is a historian of language as much as of fact. 
T1 roice of Dancing at the Rascal Fair sounds 
Sc"~~h-born: "There's more to life than what you 
can put in your pocket, ay?" English Creek, by 
contrast, speaks in the tongue of 1930s America. 
And volume three, which should appear soon, will 
bring the McCaskills to the present day. 
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Far, far removed 
from glitzy world 
DANCING AT THE RASCAL 

FAIR 
IVAN DOIG 

Athc11c11m. 405 pp. $18.95. 

l 

I van Doig's "Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair" and Tom 
Wolfe's "The Bonfire of the 

Vanities," which was considered 
here last week, are both novel.s 
about life in these United States. WILLIAM L TAZEWELL 

But the cultural gap between 
the two worlds is to be reckoned 
in literary light-years. 

Wolfe is writing about Man
hattan in the '80s. His is a cyni
<;al, glitzy, trendy world. Doig's 
subject is the coming of the 
homesteaders to the English 
Creek/Scotch Heaven section of 
Montana , about a century earli
er in American history. His is a 
hard-scrabble world, where the 
settlers and the sheep they tend 
are hard put to survive the cru
el, long winters. Both are hard 
worlds. The weather is unforgiv
ing in Doig's Montana; the peo
ple are unforgiving in Wolfe's . 

The distance between the two 
worlds can be calculated in eco
nomic tenns. 

In Doig's Montana, "The time 
was September of 1896, a week 
before shipping the lambs, and 
Lucas and Rob and I were hold
ing 1l Saturday war council on . 
the west ridgeline of Breed 
Butte where we could mean
while keep an eye on our graz
ing bands. By now Rob and Lu
cas's sheep had accumulated 
into two oversize bands, nearly 
twenty-five hundred altogether, 
as Rob kept back the ewe lambs 
each year since '93 rather than 
send them to market at pitiful 
prices. The band he and I 
owned in partnership I always 
insisted keeping at a regular 
thousand, as many as my hay 
would carry through the winter. 
So here they were in splendid 
gray scatter below us, six years 
of striving and effort, three and 
a half thousand prime ewes and 
a fat lamb beside each .of them, 
and currently worth about as . 
much as that many weeds." 

And here we are in Manhat
tan, where Sherman McCoy and 
his wife are attending n dinner 
party in Wolfe's world: "Sher
man and Judy arrived at the Ba
vardages' building on Fifth Ave
nue in a black Buick sedan, with 
a white-haired driver, hired for 
the evening from Mayfair Town 
Car, ·Inc. Theyr lived only six 
blocks from the Bavardages, but 
walking was out of the 
quesstion . ... 

"It would · be perfectly okay 
for the two of them to arrive for 
dinner at a Good Building (the 
going tenn) on Fifth Avenue by 
taxi, and it would cost less than 
three dollars. But what would 
they do after the party? How . 
could they walk out of the Ba-; 

. vardages' building and have a1l 
the world, tout le monde, .. s.ee 
them standing out in the street, 
the McCoys, that game couple, 

" Lfl~lf' llcUIU:S UV Ill Lii~ C:lU-, JJC-C:lV~-

Jy, desperately, P.alhetically try
ing to hail a taxi? The doormen 
would be no help, because they 
would be tied up usheripg tout 
le monde to their limousines. So 
he had 1hired this car and this 
driver, this white-haired driver, 
who would drive them six blocks 
and depart. Including a '15 · per
cent tip and the .sales tax, the 
cost would be $197.20 or $246.50, 
depending on whether they 
were charged for four or five 
hours in all." 

Angus McCaskill - home
steader, .sheepherder, school- · 
master, father and. family man 
- is an economic · survivor in 
Montana at the tum of .the cen
tury, and just marginally that. 
Sherman McCoy, the boy bond. 

William L. Tazewell is a Char
lottesville writer formerly of 
Norfolk. 

salesman, is earning just under 
a million dollars a year in Man
hattan before his world falls in 
upon his head. I suppose the 
distance from the one to the 
other is the triumph of capital
ism, unless you happen to think 
it's the Decline of the West. In 
either event, it's not a literary 
judgment. 

"Dancing at the Rascal Fair" 
is the second in Ivan Doig's 
Montana trilogy, but chronologi
cally it precedes "English 
Creek," the first, which is set in 
Montana in the 1930s. Angus 
McCaskill, the immigrant-narra
tor of "Rascal Fair," is the 
grandfather of Jick McCaskill, 
the boy narrator of "English 
Creek." The connection between 
the two is Varick, Angus' son 
and the father of Jick. He is 
born in "Rascal F~ir" and grows .. 
up during the· narrative's span . 
of 30 years; he breaks complete-
ly with his father, leaves home, 
goes off to World War I, survives 
the flu epidemic of 1919, and is 
reconciled with Angus at the 
book's end. In "E,nglish Creek," 
Varick is a forest ranger, a job 
that is foreshadowed in "Rascal 
Fair," and Jick is growing up in 
hard times, too. The third novel 
in the trilogy is unwritten; I pre
sume it will be Jick's story and 
bring the McCaskill saga up to 
the present. t 

T he fictfohal Montana of 
"English Creek" and "Ras
cal Fair" is an invented 

landscape Doig has named "the 
Two Medicine Country," but it 
closely parallels "the actual 
area along the Rocky Mountain 
Front near Dupuyer Creek, 
Montana, the cherished country 
of my gtowing-up years." Doig 
wrote about his "growing-up 
years" in his m.emQir "Thi.s 
House of Sky," which was nomi
nated for a National Book 
Award. I admire all three of the 
books greatly; I haven't read his 
two earlier novels. ..-

"Rascal Fair" is a frontier sto
ry. It's about the settlement of 
one of the last frontiers in the 
old 48 states, and it isn't as lyric 
in its telling as "English Creek," 
which bursts with the juices of 
youth. But I don't mean to sug
gest that it is a grim narrative, 
or covert economic history, or 
anything of the 1sort. Doig is a 
-marvelous writer, and "Rasc~l 
Fair" is full of incident and 
readable set pieces - the Atlan
tic passage, sheep-shearing, 
l:>\iL&W~ uau\;co:> ~u wac uuc-1vv111 

schoolhouse and an account of 
the overturning of the outhouse 
by the shcoolboys that would be 

·a credit to Mark Twain. Above 
· all else, the book is a love story 

about the woman Angus McCas
kill courted, who jilted him, and 
the woman ·he manied, Rob's 
sister, and the life they . all led: 
Doig's Montana saga, still un
folding. is one to which the ad~ 
jective "epic" can be applied 
without any embarrassment. . .. , 

He now lives in Seattle. If he 
lived in Manhattan he might. be . 
one of our most celebrated nov- · 
elists - though maybe ·he · 
wouldn't be writing about Mol}
tana and ·1 can't imagine his 
wearing a white suit, a la Tom
Wolfe, or appearing. ~mfortable . 
on the cover of Varuty Fair. But · 
I'll bet people will be reading ' 
Ivan Doig when they've forgot.: 
ten Tom Wolfe. ' ... :, 

· , 
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'How Montana Was lfbn 
Author Ivan Doig and His Western Trilogy 

. By Michael Kernan 
· Waahington Post Sta{( Writer 

"Dancing at the Rascal Fair" is a 
dagtJerreotype of early-day home
steaders in the Montana high coun
try. There they are, scuffing their 
boots in the dust of Main Street, or 
galloping through knee-high gra~ to 
herd their sheep, or loafing beside 
the barn on a summer day, and you 
want to climb right into the picture 
with them and smell the clean air. 

The way Ivan Doig writes it, you 
almost can. 

His wife Carol took rolls of pic
tures ·Of buildings all over Montana, 
and in Scotland where the novel 
starts in 1889, and for hours he 
would pore over the slides on a light 
table, arranging them in rows to 
give himself a sense of what a fron
tier Main Street might have looked 
like back then. 

He keeps file boxes of Montana 
lingo and stray bits of dialogue he 
has picked up from old letters and di
aries, from his taped conversations 
with grizzfed sheepherders. Some of 
it is new. In the small blue notebook 
he always carries is a snippet he 
overheard at a Garrison Keillor 
show last year. 

First Woman: "Yes, I'm from St. 
Paul and my husband, he's from -
Minneapolis." 

Second Woman: "Oh. A mixed 
marriage, huh?" 

Maybe that will find its way into 
the final volume of Doig' s trilogy, 
due to come out in 1990 for the cele
bration of the· state's centennial. 

''I do 800 words a day, four trip!~ 
spaced pages," the author said in a 
visit here. "I don't work consecutive
ly. I might just write some dialogue 
and store it up." 

See DOIG, C3, Col 1 
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Left, author Ivan 
Doig; above, from 

· the cover of 
"Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair," the 
second novel of his · 
·trilogy on lite in 
the Montana high 
country. 
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Ivan Doig 
DOIG, From Cl 

There is a lot of cutting and pasting in 
Doig's technique. On the other hand, most of 
the set pieces-the big blizzard, the sheep· 
shearing contest, the forest fire in "English 
Creek," the first of the trilogy-are written 
as they come up. 

J)oig is nothing if not methodical. When he 
visited Scotland three years ago he found the 
very dock where his ancestors left for Amer
ica. Had his wife photograph the scene. 
Wrote notes to himself about exactly what a 
person could see from that spot. With his 5· 
by-8 index cards and his careful research, he 
sounds more like a historian. 

Which in fact he is. He has a PhD in Amer
ican frontier history, obtained early in his 21 
years in the Seattle area. Even the fair of the 
book's title comes from a sociological study 
he read. And the accent of the hero's talk is 
historically accurate, you may be sure, as it 
changes subtly through the story, almost im
perceptibly losing its Scottish lilt and turning 
into American Western. 

But of course all the tape recordings and 
pl)otos and research in the world can't make 
a oovel sing. Or charm away the wooden he
roes and cutout heroines, the travelogue 
1andscapes, the tin-eared talk of so ·many · 
best sellers. 

~What you need is passion. 
. ' Below t4S in its broad canyon the Two 
Medicine wound and coiled, the water base 
f<W all the world thpt could be ~en. The senti
nel cottonwoods beside the river rustled at ev
e,, touch of wind. Up where we were and out 
across the big ridges all around, pothole lakes 
nuzde blue pockets in the green prairie. An· 
nq, you need to see this with me, I vowed that 
June morning on the green high bluffs of the 
T11JO Medicine. Sometime we must come, just 

·. th8 two of us, and on a morning such as this 
wqtch summer and the earth dress eaclt other 
in light and grass. 

This isn't something a writer gets from a 
textbook. It's something you know becc1use 
you are the son of an easygoing ranch hand 
named Charlie Doig and Berneta, the woman 
he loved, and because you remember the 
night of your sixth birthday in the cabin high 
in the Bridger Mountains, when you heard 
your mother's asthmatic breathing labor, 
choke and then stop, while your father furn· 
bled, crying, to light the lantern in the dark. 
"She's dead, Ivan. Your mother is dead." 

The author remembers Charlie, after that, 
taking him along on his sheepherding jobs, 
and into the saloons of White Sulphur 
Springs, and then making peace with his 
mother-in-law, widowed Bessie Ringer, and 
settling with her as housekeeper into a more 
stable Jif e for the sake of his son. 

And the July afternoon when he was still a 
sophomore in high school, shearing sheep on 
the Blackfeet reservation and getting hit 
wi~ a terrific icy rainstorm that stampeded 
the'8heep and even froze some to death, and 
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he decided in that one moment that this was 
enough, that he was going to get out of Mon-
tana, beautiful or not. ' 

And the times he waited ·in the middle of 
nowhere, stood by the tracks with his suit
case at Ringling, Mont. (pop. 45), for the de
pot agent to flag down the train, and it would 
sit there hissing gigantically, and a guy in a 
white jacket would jump down and set out ·a 
portable step so he could get. aboard, just 
him, to go to Northwestern University in Illi
nois. 

"I got a doctorate. I never used it," Doig 
said. "I thought about journalism and ·ended 
up as a free-lance magazine ·writer. 'This 
House of Sky' came out of my exasperation 
at the money situation." ' 

That first book, a memoir published in 
1978, helped some; as did his farst novel, 
"The Sea Runners," but basically his wife 

· Carol, a teacher, supported the two of them 
until "English Creek" came out. 

From the beginning he knew it would be a 
trilogy. He left little holes-enigmatic refer· 
ences to the past-in the first book, which 

. happens in the '30s, knowing that he would 
· fill them in one way or another in the second. 
The third will cover the centennial celebra
tion and will tie up some loose ends in his 
McCaskill fanlily, Scots like his own grandfa
ther, Peter Doig, who came west to settle 
the hard country of Montana. ·, 

"I tried to figure what Scots guys would 
look like in those days," said; Doig, 48, who 
with his graying red beard and long Saxon 
face wouldn't be a bad model himself. "I 
thought about Thomas Carlyle, with that 
long upper lip and big nose. ·Then· there was 
a woman I wanted for Beth McCaskill, and I 
found her in the library, but she was 60 , 
years old, so I asked her to get me a picture' 
of herself at 40." 

And the family alpums. "My mother kept 
one. There was a photo of my father when 
he was a "rodeo· cowboy, young, in chaps, 
with his bandanna flowing. It was terrifically' 
evocative. It reminds you-they were young 
once too, by God, young and crazy. and this 
and that." 

(In "This Hou8e of Sky" Doig talks about 
this picture. " ••• He was so slim down the 
waist and hips that the seat of his pants for· 
ever bagged in and the tongue of his belt had· 
to flap far past the buckle, as ·if trying to cir· 
cle him twice. Certain photos catch this fa· 
ther of mine as almost mischievous, cocking 
the dry half-grin which sneaks onto my own 
face as I look at him ••• ") · 

Doig and his wife still live in Seattle. She 
still teaches, and he still writes on a man\lal 
typewriter because word processors affect . 
his eyes. And he remains, still, a Montana 
boy. 

Everything was in place. The contifNftl'I 
flange of mountain range along tM wiJ8t. . 
The dam far butte called Hearl and 1111 ,.,.,. 
er slow-sloping OM lik1 an aft stiiJ. TM 6id# 
plateaus beyond G10.t Ventre 1and ill· cotton- ' 
wood cruk. Tise' soft "'mple of /)lairu towanJ 
the Sweetgrass Hills and when tM INn """ 
from. Enough COflnt,, that a unlu'1 of Robs I 
and A.ngu.w.t UJONld nner fill it . _ · 
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Novelist's Montana series finding critical favor 

Slltesman-Journal photo by Gerry Lewin 

Ivan Doig signs copies of his novel at Jackson's Books. 

By Ron Cowan 
Of the Statesman-Journal 

P ORTLAND - The 
headline on a Texas 
newspaper review of Ivan 

Doig's new book said, "This is 
the way we really are." 

Doig's Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair, the second book in his tril
ogy about Montana life, has been 
pleasing western reviewers. But 
Doig, who has spent 30 years 
away from his native state, has 
found Montana a place he can 
capture from a distance. 

He grew up in a sheep ranch
ing community in the Montana 
highlands, but has lived in Seat
tle for 21 years. 

The author, who,is in Oregon 
to promote his new book this 
week, disdaim~d the designation 
of a regional or western writer. 

"My God, there are utterly 
valid, breathing characters in 
these so-called books of place," 
he said. 

Doig, who was relaxing in a 
Heathman Hotel suite, wore a 
western-style belt buckle. But his 
dress was more Northwest than 
Montana. At 48, his hair and full 
beard are more grey than red. 

His attitude is easy and direct, 

Doig to visit schools 
Ivan Doig will be 

autographing copies of 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair 
from noon to 2 p.m. today 
at the Oregon State Univer
sity bookstore, in the Me
morial Union building in 
Corvallis. · 

At 3:30 p.m. Thu~sday he 
will read from his book in 
the Gumwood Room of the 
Erb Memorial Union at the 
University of Oregon in Eu
gene. 

Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair, published by Anthen
eum, is available at local 
bookstores in hardback at 
$18.95. 

without pretension. 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair 

has turned out to be Doig's most 
successful book. It is a best-seller 
in$~ Francisco, Denver, Port-

·1and and Seattle. The publisher, 
Atheneum, has issued 52,483 
copies. 

He has received 13 literary 
awards and a National Book 
Award nomination in his five-

book career. 
The new book continues his 

trilogy about the McCaskill fam
ily. The trilogy started in the 
middle, in 1939 Montana with 
English Creek. 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair 
opens in 1889 when the first 
McCaskill, Angus, arrives from 
Scotland as a homesteader. The 
final book, due in three years, 
will be set during the statehood 
centennial 100 years later. 

Doig left Montana behind as 
an 18-year-old, when he boarded 
a train in Ringling, Mont., to at
tend Northwestern University in 
Chicago and study journalism. 

"I felt that if I stayed in Mon
tana I would end up as a ranch 
hand. There wasn't any econom
ic footing that I could see." 

Doig has been back, both to do 
research and when his father, 
Charles Campbell Doig, died of 
emphysema in 1971. He quotes 
his father as saying, "Scotchmen 
and coyotes was the only ones 
that could live in the Basin, and 
pretty damn soon the coyotes 
starved out." · 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair 
was his most difficult book, he 
said. 

(/'\ 
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Montana novelist Ivan Doig is one of a number 
of regional writers yearning . for "wider pastures 
By Peter Gomer :I n I 961, when Ivan Doig submitted 

his master's thesis about televised 
·congressjonal hearings on organized 

, crime, his faculty adviser at 
Northwestern University's Medill 

School of Journalism dipped a note. to 
the paper. "Around 1836 or 183 7 ," the 
professor wrote Doig, "people used to 
stand on the dock in New York and 
wait for the latest installment of the 
Pickwick Papers. With something of 
the same anticipation, I've waited for 
and read the chapters of your thesis." 

Most people tOday have a similar 
response when in,troduced to Doig's 
way with words, especially when he 
writes· about his native Montana, the 
place he left but has never been able to 
shake as a writer. Yet for a decade, 
with 11 literary awards behind him, the 
48-ycar-old former sheepherder, 
hayraker, journalist and historian has 
been trying to shake the curse of the 
so-called "regiQnal writer." 

"There's a decided effort with mr 
new novel to break me out," he said 
recently in Chicago on his first national 
book tour. "I'm not sure why 'Dancing 
at the Rascal Fair' [Atheneum,' $18. 95] 
is not considered regional and my other 
books were. Today there seem to be a 
bunch of us writers working at our 
centers of the universe, and these 
centers are not the metropolitan 
centers. 

"The success I'm gaining on comes 
from such works as 'Love Medicine' by 
Louise Erdrich and 'Housekeeping' by 
Marilynne Robinson. I think their 
success, writing books set in what the 
rest of the country could consider . 
jerkwater little places has benefited the 
rest of us." 

The going has nonethe:less been slow 
for this warmhearted, friendly, 
businesslike and methodical novelist
"a lumberjack with horn rims," he has 
been aptly called. "The soul of a poet 
and the mind of a clerk." · · 

Gradually, the rest of the nation is 
discovering what westerners have long 
known-that the rugged, elemental 
highlands of northern Montana, where 
the grasslands meet the Rocky 

'Toda)',L there seem to be 
a bu,nch of us writers 
working at ou~ centers of 
the universe, and these 
centers are not the 
metropolitan centers.' 

-Ivan Doig 

Mountain Front, belong to Ivan Doig 
as surely as did Wessex to Thomas 
Hardy and Yoknapatawpha County t.o 
Faulkner. · · 

There are, however, no gunfights in 
Doig's books, no grizzly bear maulings 
and only a few dispirited Blackfoot · 
Indians who drift peripherally by. Doig 
does not write what he calls 
"Wisterns," after Owen Wister, author 
of "The Virginian," which characterize 
the settling of the West by six-guns, . 
redskin massacres, poker games and the 

rescuing of schoolmarms. 
. "Nobody ever milks a cow or plants 

a spud," 
1
Doig has complained. "As 

. best I can tell, there's .got to be some 
kind of catering service out of Omaha 
that comes out and talces care of the 
whole damn West. ·It's nonsense, and I 
think it's hannful nonsense." 

Instead, Doig writes of immigrant 
families, dedicated schoolteachers, 
miners., fur trappers, town builders. He 
probes the uncertainties of friendship 
and love, and colossal battles of will, 
set amid the vast unpredictabilities of a 
land notable for sudden deadly flo~s, 
agonizing droughts; blizzards and forest 
fires, a land where human figures stand 
tall because·thei:e,arcHefatjvely SQ few 
of them; the twin disasters of World 
War I and the influenza epidemic of 
1918 killed I Montanan inevery 100. 

The Doi~ tstory began in southwestern 
Montana,. m the hi~h, dry, town of 
White Sulphur Spnngs; where he was 
raised. His father, Charlie Doig, worked 
for other, richer men. as their foreman. 
He was a top hand, and he loved 
Bemita Ringer' small and frail, .doomed 
by asthma. He courted her for six 
years. Ivan was their only child. 

"Be<;ause of her asthma, my mother 
during the summer haying would take 
me to some cool comer under a tree 
and read to me," he recalled. It wasn't 
great literature, but adventures, pulp 
novels, st>orts, whatever was available. 
"I have no memory of ordinary 
children's boOks-a few years ago I 
finally read 'Treasure Island' and 
remember .th!nking: 'God! Wha~ a. piece 
of work thts 1s!'-but I had unhnitted 
access to comic books." 

Inevitably as Doig's mother 
weakened, the family moved closer to a 
night on the Bridger Range in a 
herder's cabin, when Ivan was 6 and Jay 
in a nearby bunk listening to her 
breathing finally cease. A lantern was 
lighted. His father started to sob. 

It fell upon Charlie Doig and · 
Bernita's mother, Bessie Ringer, to raise 
the boy, but not, they decided, in the 
.wilderness. He was shifted between his 
wandering kin and town families who 

See Doig, pg. 6 
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Master of Montana 

Inn Doig coupla • dHp love of the language with an lnt.,...t In history in hi9 w~itlngs. '.r· 

Meticulous Ivan Doig finds a home in his writing 
Br Margaret Carlin was so hard to .. get. Things pretty much 

stayed the way they always were, money 

T
HERE'S a tinge of ginger in his was so tight." 
hair and beard, the legacy of ances- Although Doig's literary reputation is 
tors _who left Scotland in tbe 1890s firmly grounded in his love for the West, he 
for the great American West - discovered early on that it was hard for a 

Montana, to be exact. writer to survive financially in cowboy 
Exactness in prose, diction and "every- country. So for 21 years, he and bis wife 

thing else" is a matter of pride to Ivan Carol have lived in SeatUe, where she 
Doig, 48, author of Dancing at the Rascal teaches journalism at Shoreline Communi-
Fair and four other meticulously re- ty College and be writes. · 
searched books about the western experi- "But I've always used what I call my 
ence. 'creative cupboard' - my childhood - for 

"I like my writing to have no errors," patterm of speech and details about the 
Doig says. "I lite it to be precise." ranching way of life. When I was writing 

Even the musical title of his critically Rascal Fair, Carol and I spent time in 
acclaimed new novel is anchored in fact, small towns in Montana and in Scotland, 
natural for this methodical man with a too. 
doctorate in history. "Carol made photographs, which I'd line 

"I was reading Social Class in ScoUand, up as I was creating Gros Ventre (fictional 
about bow landowners and laborers would name for Montana's Dupuyer Creek, "The 

- meet to work out farm wages every year at country of his growing-up years"). I can 
what they called the 'Rascal Fair.' P..ascal tell you exactly how many feet it is to the 
Fair ... I just liked the sound of that, so I pump we share with the neighbors, just 
got a rhyming dictionary and made up what the streets and houses were like, how 
Dancing at tbe Rascal Fair to the music of many sheep would be on a trail drive, what 
a traditional Scots tune." it's like to shear a sheep, details like that." 

Dancing at tbe &seal Fair, the first in But a deep love of the language is as 
Doig's trilogy, opens in 1889 when Angus much responsible for Doig's trilogy as his 
McCaskill arrives in what Doig calls Two interest in history. A tireless researcher, he 
Medicine Country of Montana and covers keeps file cards of western lingo, and con-· 
30 years of pioneer life. The second, En- siders The Dictionary of American Region-
glisb Creek (1984), covers the '30s and '40s. al English relaxing reading. He finds rich 
The final volume, bringing the McCaskills poetry in the speech of ordinary people, 
up to the present, will come in 1989 to and harvests memories from as many old-
mark Montana's centennial. The tentative er people as he can. 

(readers) to recognize my characters as 
Scottish without having to decipher the 
dialect." 

Doig writes bis prose with a poet's eye 
and ear: "Montana's crystal mornings 
made it seem we'd been living in a bowl of 
milk all those years in Scotland . . . the 
mountains were washed a lovely clean blue 
and gray in the first sunlight. . . . I heard 
the rush of the creek where the water 
bumped busily across a bed of rocks." 

He describes the "white knuckles of the 
storm ocean" and describes sheep: "In the
ory, a band of sheep is a garden on legs. 
Every spring a crop of lambs, every sum
mer a crop of wool." 

A teacher talks about "my pupils, my 
minnow school of new Montana" and Doig 
describes Montana unforgettably. "There 
is so much of this country. People keep 
having to stretch themselves out of shape 
trying to cope with so much. Distance. 
Weather. The aloneness. All the work." 

And the weather:" .... across the moun
tains the sky looked bruised, resentfully 
promising storm .... clouds like long rolls 
of damp cotton were blotting out the sum
mits of the mountains . ... " 

Four days a week, without fail, be settles 
himself at his old manual typewriter (his 
computer languishes in neglect), and turns 
out exactly 800 words a day. "Four pages, 
triple spaced. The fifth day I set aside for 
research and editing," he says, underlying 
his dedication to meticulous prose. title is Ride With Me, Maria Montana. A few years ag· o, he spent time in Scot-

Doig has been a ranch hand, newspaper-"! wrote English Creek first because I land, fine-tuning his knowledge of the Scot- man and magazine editor, but it is as a 
knew how things were in the '30s and '40s, tish turn of phrase in the library at the writer that he bas found his intellectual 
from listening to my father and grand- Universtty oJ;St. Andrews by "reading old 
mother talk. The cir~uln's\Ad~e8 of the De- diaries an(!' folklore books, and immigrants' hom~. ; I 
pression fro~~ rur~~ ~tti: ,~e9f~e )~e~ .still Jet~~rs.. tOQ. ~ ~ . ~9~ a ~<>PY ol , t~e. &;ottish . "I li~e history. I lik~ ,,doing research, I 
h~y~~ ~ith _h~~ L~dse they~~~ ~o! ~~~ . ,\; ~?b?~~l ~ ~!~~!~~~ry, _ tp. ;;~u.~·~· .. ~ . ,~,~t~ , .. · , li~~ :~~n~-- ~~ .~~~ ~~ .. t ; ; ,· _. ~ • , " , , 

'"""' l#~<1 a ¥,..;J t.;o1".J., 
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Author's prose 
dances warmly 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair 
By Ivan Doig. Atheneum. 403 
pages. $18.95. 

By Richard Critchfield 

I 
VAN Doig is a happy mixture of poet 
and historian. In just ni~e. ye~rs , he has 
produced five truly d1stmcttve books 
set in Montana and the Pacific North
west, three of them novels. 

All beautifully evoke the American West, 
firmly establishing Doig as one of our fin
est western writers. 

Look at his achievement: This House of 
Sky: Landscapes of a Western Mind, pub
lished in 1978 when he was 39, is a. power
ful memoir about his widowed, sheep-herd
ing father, Charlie Doig. Doig, a son of 
Scottish immigrants, instills in his son a 
deep affinity for language, storytelling and 
the raw Montana landscape. 

This strong sense of the land and a grow
ing preoccupation with time are f~rther 
developed in Winter Brothers (1980), inter
woven observations by Doig and excerpts 
from the 1862-90 diaries of James G. Swan, 
an obscure artist and observer of coastal 
Indian life in the Pacific Northwest. 
· The imaginarj retrieval of the past be
came central in Tbe Sea Rwmers (1982), 
his first novel. Based on an event, it tells of 
the-~ape ·by· tour indentured Swedes from 
Russian America (1853 Alas.ka) to what is :_, l 
now Oregon. It is a little masterpiece of 
harrowing adventure. 

In English Creek (1984), the first novel in 
his trilogy, Doig introduces the fictional 
McCaskill family and their sprawling Two 
Medicine Country of Montana. This is the 
familiar geography of This House of Sky, 
though the town of Dupuyer, just below the 
Rocky Mountain Front, now has become 
Gros Ventre (the locals say "Grove-on"). 

It is summer in the 1930s, and Jick 
McCaskill, the 14-year-old narrator, goes 
on a horseback trip with his forest ranger 
father, Varick. Some of the set pieces in 
this coming-of-age story, such as a Fourt1L 
of July ·rodeo and a forest fire, are terrific. 

Dancing at the Rascal Fair is another 
panorama of life in Two Medicine Country, 
it takes place much earlier (1889-1919), and 
its dramatic thread is the friendship and 
eventual falling out of two Scotsmen, Rob 
Barclay and Angus McCaskill , Jick's 
grandfather. 

Tbev venture from Glasgow by steerage 
and homestead as sheepherding neighbors 
in Montana. Time passes through them as 
they go from youth to middle age, and 
taking their toll are bliz7.ards, the 1918 
influen7.a epidemic and the rugged land. 

This book is warm in feeling and rich in 
texture. The secret of Doig's gift is his -
sense of place and his ear for dialogue. His 
people come alive when they talk, and they 
talk all the time. 

In Montana and the Pacific Northwest, 
this gifted poet-historian has enormous ex
perience to draw upon as he sets out to 
rescue more of our past from oblivion. Let 
us cheer him on. 

Richard Critchfield is the author of Those 
Days: An American Album and Village~. ~e 
currently _is wr.it.ing a1 bqok @~9~! 1. ,~~ata~n. 
Fron:i the Was!Jington Po~tc Boo~ ~ond. . 
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Act 
The News Tribune 

His words breathe 
life into the pages, 
of . Montana history 
By Kathleen Merryman 
The News Tribune 

I 
van Doig's dry wit crackles at the notion of himself 
reigning as the philosopher king among Western 
writers. 

Writers, scholars, journalists come to his modest 
hQme on North Seattle's Shoreline, convinced they 

will find in the author of This House of Sky, English 
Creek, Winter Brothers, The Sea Runners and now Danc
ing at the Rascal Fair, a light of understanding beyond the 
mere telling of tales. 

What they find, he says, is a workman, a craftsman 
with a schedule and a way of organizing jumbles of mem
ory and research into tales. 

The light they see is the illumination of history lived 
firsthand and hard and with modesty. 

At 48, Doig is a young man raised in an old time. 
The son of Charles Campbell Doig -- . sometime ranch 

hand, cafe owner, sheepman - and Berneta Ringer Doig 
- frail with asthma in the high country where the air 
blows as thin as grass in a drought - Doig grew up in a 
succession of dying towns stuck on the hardest edges of 
Montana. In an era of malls and climate control and cred
it cards, those edges still jut into American life like slabs 
of rock thrust up through the earth's green crust into the 
wrong geologic time frame. 

The men and women who populate them rub against 
modern life like sandpaper - tough, gritty and made for 
work. Doig retains those qualities, though early in life he 
discovered another: a love of words and facts and the 
ability to make them live on the printed page. 

It is that ability that has enabled him to live away from 
Montana and yet keep its great dry openness 'with him in 
the warm house set into a Seattle hillside heavy and damp 
with trees. 

As a teenager it propelled him away from the towns 
where he had grown up - White Sulphur Springs and 
Ringling and Dupuyer - with a full-tuition scholarship to 
Northwestern University. It helped him survive a stint in 
the Air Force Reserves once he discovered the base li
brary. It led him through a succession of jobs in journal
ism - from reporter to magazine editor - before it 
landed him at the University of Washington's graduate 
school, where he earned a doctorate in American frontier 
history. _ 

It was the Montana in him that pulled him away from 
the safety of an academic life and into a 10-year career as 
a magazin~ free-lancer, which in terms of uncertainty, 
low pay and hard work, compares to the life of an itiner
ant ranch hand. 

"Across almost 10 years of that I wrote a couple hun
dred magazine articles. It was impossible, financially im
possible, at least for a guy like me who has more 
imagination than marketability in national terms. I never 
really cracked the kind of magazines you have to to maKe 
it as a free lance. Atlantic and Harper's I never managed 

.. , ' .. 
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Joe Giron/The News Tribune 

Ivan Doig spent years researching his Montana roots before writing his first book, 'This House of Sky.' 

Holidays open 
the floodgate 
to a lifetime 
of memories 
Editor's note: In this excerpt from her lat
est bestseller, The Family: The Ties That 
Bind ..• And Gag, Erma Bombeck re
members a Christmas 50 years ago and 
one of today. 

By Erma Bombeck 
Special to The News Tribune 

T 
he family. We are a strange little 
band of characters trudging through 
life, sharing diseases and toothpaste, 
coveting one another's desserts, hid

ing shampoo, borrowing money, locking each 
other out of our rooms, inflicting pain and , 
kissing to heal it in the same instant, loving, 
laughing, defending and trying to figure out 
the common thread that bound us all togeth-
er. . 

The years have challenged families in a 
way no one would have thought it possible to 
survive. They've weathered combinations of 
step, foster, single, adoptive, surrogate, fro
zen embryo and sperm bank. They've multi
plied, divided, extended and banded into 
communes. They've 
been a ssaulted by 
technology , battered 
by sexual revolutions 
and confused by role 
reversals. But they're 
still here - playing to 
a full house. 

The Family: 1936 
It was the best of 

times 
I had my watch, a 

tricycle and a clip-on Erma Bombeck 
Shirley Temple hair ribbon that covered the 
entire right side of my head. My mother 
wore an a pron and silk stockings and baked 
every day. 

The family sat on the front porch in the 
sum.mer and talked about the squeak in the 
swing. My dad always told me to get my 
tricycle off the sidewalk at night before 
someone fell over it. I never did. My mother 
cleaned the living room every day. We never 
sat in it. Once I turned on one of the lights 
and the cellophane around the lamp shade 
smelled and I got my hands slapped. 

Mom cut the grass and filled the clothes
line every day. Every Friday, she hosed out 
the garbage cans. In the spring she really 
got crazy ... lugging mattresses out to the 

to crack. The best I did was The New York Times travel College, doing the same again·when they agreed he should back yard and setting up curtain rods to dry 
ction, which was a wonderful audience and the best edit- put his energies into writing This House of Sky. the lace curtains. 

ing I ever had as a magazine writer, but you still couldn't "The shift towards books, toward House of Sky began in My sister bossed and went to high school. 
make any money at it. You'd get paid 250 bucks for a the late Sixties when my dad was still alive but was long She didn't do anything else. I was insanely 
piece you might have spent three weeks or a month on, dying of emphysema in White Sulphur Springs, and I was busy going to school and being a servant to 
and they didn't pay your expenses," Doig said, sitting in going back, time after time to try and help him deal with everyone. 

e stuciy ne shares with his wife, Carol. that. When he died in '71 I realized I wanted to write One morning my father didn't get up and 
He credits Carol with supporting them during that time something about him and, in a way, his generation, a gen- go to work. He went to the hospital and died 
ith her salary as a professor at Shoreline Community Please see Doig, 03 the next day. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ihad~tthoughtthat muchabouthimbe-

\, : , -,, · h·it -:. l fore. He was just someone who left and 
-------· _" __ ._...:r.rt'-' ---:1.. came home and seemed glad to see every~ 

at night._ He op~~e~- the jar .of pi~kles w:he. 
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Permanent press 
Downtown Seattle 
Bellevue 
Racquetball 
Supem1arket Singles Night 
Dave Krieg 
Movers and shakers 
Drive-time DJ's 
Stephen King 
Washington, D.C. 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Whistler Mountain 
Columbia Center 
Husky basketball 
Wrestling hold of the week 
Private tennis clubs 
Nike 
Water-skiing 
Everett 
The Boz Barry Ackerley 
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